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Change Will Not Come Easilv to 
the Securitv Council 
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United Nations Security Council _________________ _ 

auspices 

veto 

endorsement ________ _ 

compromise 

ft 1 - 02- 04 

ft The idea of overhauling1 the Security Council, even by the slow standards of 

the United Nations, has been under negotiation for about 18 years with no end 

in sight. Vague talks initiated under the auspices of the Open-Ended Working 

Group, mocked as the "never ending" committee, gave way in 2009 to what was 

supposed to be real negotiations. 

But those who attend basically read their position papers2 and then leave, 

according to diplomats involved; no bartering3 occurs. Even with real talks, the 

potential for reaching a consensus are formidable. 

5 

The main issues include how to expand the current council beyond 15 seats; 

whether the seats should be perm.anent or elected· and whether new permanent 10 

members would get a veto. A welter of proposals4 exist: five new permanent 

members without veto power plus five more elected for a total of 25, for example, 

or establishing a middle tier5 of seats for countries heavily involved in United 

Nations, who could serve for three or four years. 

ft® There is basic agreement that the council. outdated because it reflects 15 

the world in 1945 when the United Nations was founded. needs to be expanded 

1 



to include emerging powers. 6 The council was expanded to 15 members from 11 

in 1965, and China took over the permanent seat of the nationalist Chinese7 in 

1971. 

20 @ But beyond the idea of expansion, any consensus falls apart, with fierce 

regional rivalries over who might gain new permanent seats making any change 

problematic, if not impossible. 8 President Obama's announcement on Monday 

was novel in that he actually named India as a candidate for a permanent seat. 

About five years ago Washington offered a similar endorsement for Japan. 

25 Anti-Japan riots soon erupted in Beijing, and the Chinese government made 

it clear that Japan's World War II aggression should prevent it from gaining a 

permanent seat. China does not now openly oppose new permanent members, 

but instead urges "compromise" over the various proposals, which diplomats 

interpret as opposition to any additional permanent members. 

3o ft Of the other four permanent members, in addition to the United States, 

Britain and France are the most flexible, fearing that an outdated council will 

cost them even more of their diminishing global clout. Russia, like the United 

States, occasionally endorses a possible new permanent member; a few years 

ago it was Brazil. 

35 But basically the five permanent members have veto power over any proposed 

overhaul of the council and do little to move it for~ard. © Analysts9 also ask 

the larger question of whether an expanded council would be any more effective. 

Many deem it likely to be even slower to reach decisions. 

Analysts noted that Mr. Obama can easily propose such a change, making 

40 it sound like the United States is recognizing an enhanced role for India in the 

world, without necessarily expecting any real change. 

"It costs us nothing to try to sell more motorcycles in India and propose 

something that is not going to go anywhere," said Thomas G. Weiss, a political 

science10 professor at CUNY and the author of "What's Wrong with the United 

45 Nations." 

(525 words) - November 8, 2010 
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ft1-05 

Negotiations to reform the United Nations Security Council have continued for 18 

years, but a successful conclusion seems unlikely. The main issues are these. How 

can the council be ( ) beyond the current 15 seats? Should seats be 

( ) or elected? Should new permanent members get a veto? The 

council reflects the world as it was in ( ), when the UN was 

founded, and so there is basic agreement that it needs to change. However, rivalries 

between member states make this difficult. President Obama has suggested India 

for a permanent seat. Five years ago, the US also suggested Japan, but China 

( ) because of Japan's ( ) aggression. China 

seems to oppose new permanent members, whereas the US, Britain and France 

seem more flexible. But the five permanent members are doing little to promote 

change. Some analysts believe that an expanded council would be even slower 

and less effective. 
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Japan Announces Defense 
Policv to Counter China 
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deployment _________ _ bolstering 

artill ry Pacifist constitution 

,~ 1 - 06-09 

R TOKYO -Japan announced a new defense policy on Friday that will re pond 

to Chinas rising military might by building more submarines and other mobil 

forces capable of defending Japan' outhernmost11 islands. 

The new ational Defense Program Guidelines are he bigg st step y t 

5 in a decade-long shift away from cold war-era deploym nts of h avy tank and 

artillery units on the northern island of Hokkaido - to counter a now-vanished 

Soviet threat - and toward bolstering Japanese forces in the southern islands 

around Okinawa, where Chinas navy has become a growing pres nc .1:.i 

The new guid lin s also used uncharacteristically strong language to warn 

10 of China's rapidly modernizing military, calling it "a matter of concern for th 

region and the international community."® China's growing naval capabilities 

have been a particular concern in Japan since Beijing and Tokyo1:i clash d 

diplomatically thr months ago over uninhabited islands claimed by both 

nations but controll d by Japan. The islands are called th Senkaku in Japanese 

15 and Diaoyu in Chinese. 

~ In Beijing th oreign Ministry criticized the new policy as "irr ponsible ' 
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Unit 2 Japan Announces Defense Policy to Counter China 

and suggested that it was based on a misunderstanding of China's intentions. 

"China adheres to the road of peaceful development and pursues a defensive 

national defense policy," Jiang Yu, the Foreign Ministry spokeswoman, 14 said in 
a statement. "We have no intention to be a threat to anyone." 20 

The new policy called for increasing the number of Japan's submarines to 22 

from the current 16, while reducing the number of tanks by a third to about 400. 

It also called for creating more mobile forces, which analysts have said could 
include creating new air and seaborne15 units that could quickly move to defend 

remote islands. 25 

The guidelines also called for increasing military cooperation with the 

United States, Japan's postwar protector, and other democracies16 in the region 
including South Korea, Australia and India. It did not address recent requests 

from Washington for the Japanese military, known as the Self-Defense Forces,17 

to join in three-way drills with the United States and South Korea that would 30 

be aimed at North Korea. 

ft Japan has long resisted American calls to increase its military role in the 
region because of the constraints of its pacifist postwar Constitution and the 

bitter memories of devastating defeat18 in World War II. @ The new guidelines 

seemed to indicate a willingness to slightly raise Japan's military profile, 19 but 35 

only in a defensive manner, and in conjunction with the United States. 
The guidelines also called for reconsidering Japan's self-imposed ban on 

the export of weapons, a step that would make it easier for Japan to join other 

nations, and particularly the United States, in the joint development of expensive 

new weapons systems. 20 40 

Japan has already joined the United States in developing new anti-missile 
systems. Friday's guidelines called for deploying more Patriot interceptor missiles 

to shoot down ballistic missiles from North Korea, which has been developing 

missiles and nuclear weapons. 
ft © The new guidelines were to have been released last year but were delayed 45 

by the Democratic Party's election victory that ended a half-century of virtual 
one-party rule in Japan.21 

After initially disagreeing with Washington over an American air base on 
Okinawa, the left-leaning Democrats under Prime Minister Naoto Kan have 
moved closer to the United States, pushed by concerns over China's increasing 50 

influence and North Korean provocations like last month's shelling of a South 
Korean island. 

(566 words) - December 16, 2010 
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Unit 2 Japan Announces Defense Policy to Counter China 

®--------------------------

@ ----------------------------

© ----------------------------

ft 1-10 

Japan has issued a new ( ) policy. Russia is no longer a threat 

and so it is no longer necessary to have forces in Hokkaido. The focus will shift to 

creating more ( ) and mobile forces around Okinawa to counter a 

possible threat from China. Japan is concerned about China's growing 

( ) capabilities. China criticized the new policy, saying Japan 

misunderstands China's intentions. The guidelines also called for more military 

cooperation with the US, Australia and South Korea. Japan seems more willing 

to boost its military profile, but only in a defensive manner in line with the 

country's ( ) Constitution. Japan may also consider lifting its 

( ) on exporting weapons, allowing it to develop new systems 

with other countries. 
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Japan Summons Envov to Russia 
over Kurile Islands Dispute 
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I~ 1 - 11 -1s 

~ TOKYO - A diplomatic cla h between Japan and Russia over di puted 

islands int nsified on Tuesday when Japan summoned home its ambassador to 

Moscow a day after President Dmitri A. Medvedev22 of Russia angered Tokyo by 

visiting on of the islands. 

Russian officials said they were perplexed by Japans response and upped the 5 

ante2a by aying that Mr. Medvedev wa planning a return trip to the islands. 

"Thi morning, I spoke to Dmitri Anatolyevich Medvedev, who expressed 

hi satisfaction with his trip to Kuna hir,' said 8 rgey V. Lavrov, the Russian 

foreign minister during a news conference in Oslo, referring to the island called 

Kuna hiri by Japan. "President Medvedev also said that he plans to visit the 10 

other islands. 

~ ® Mr. Medvedev's trip to the island, which sits at the southern end of the 

Ru sian-controlled Kurile Islands chain, was seen as a diplomatic snub in Tokyo, 

coming just weeks after Japan seemed to uffer a setback in a territorial dispute 

with another neighbor. China. 15 
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In that standoff, Japanese prosecutors released a Chinese trawler captain 

who had been arrested near a different group of disputed islands after Beijing 

raised the pressure by detaining four Japanese businessmen and cutting off 
high-level talks. 

20 Japan's foreign minister, Seiji Maehara, said the nation's ambassador to 

Russia would return to Tokyo to brief officials on Mr. Medvedev's visit on Monday 

to one of the disputed islands, which were seized by the Soviet Union at the end 

of World War II. Russia will not recall its ambassador in Japan to Moscow. 

ft Both sides confirmed that Prime Minister Naoto Kan and Mr. Medvedev 
25 would still meet, as planned, on the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation forum in Yokohama, Japan, next week. 

"We will say what we ought to say," Mr. Maehara said, "but our intention 

to aim for settling the territorial dispute with Russia and conclude a bilateral 

peace treaty to boost our two nations' economic ties remains unchanged." 

3o Mr. Kan has tried unsuccessfully to hold a formal meeting with Chinese 

leaders since the standoff over the trawler captain in September. @ The arrest 

set off anti-Japanese protests in China, while Beijing's strong response prompted 

Japanese leaders to reassess their nation's growing economic dependence on 

China. 

35 8 On Tuesday in Beijing, a Chinese spokesman rebuffed an offer by Secretary 

of State Hillary Rodham Clinton 24 to mediate the dispute. The Foreign Ministry 

spokesman, Ma Zhaoxu, 25 also criticized Mrs. Clinton for saying that the 

islands, known as the Senkaku in Japanese and Diaoyu in Chinese, fall under 

the protection of Washington's security pact with Tokyo. 

40 "The dispute over the islands with Japan is a matter between China and 

Japan," Mr. Ma said in a statement, and the United States should "correct its 

wrongful stance immediately." 

Japan's dispute with Russia has divided the two countries for more than half 

a century, preventing them from signing a formal peace treaty to conclude World 

45 War II. Russia refers to the disputed islands as the Southern Kuriles, while 

Japan calls them the Northern Territories. 

ft Mr. Medvedev is the first Russian or Soviet leader to visit the disputed 

islands, and he made it clear that despite Japan's demands, Russia had no plans 

to cede the territory, which is rich with minerals and fish. 

50 "There are so many beautiful places in Russia!" wrote Mr. Medvedev on his 

TwitPic page, under a photograph he had taken during his visit to the island the 

Russians call Kunashir. 

The visit clearly shored up Mr. Medvedev's popularity at home, at a moment 

12 



Unit 3 Japan Summons Envoy to Russia over Kurile Islands Dispute 

when his approval ratings are - for the first time in his presidency- equal to 

those of Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin. 26 

As soon as Japan's prime minister warned Mr. Medvedev against making the 
trip, in September, he had to go through with it, said Konstantin V. Remchukov, 

editor of the newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta, in a radio commentary. 

55 

© "If President Medvedev wants to be president after 2012, then he should 

show the domestic conservative electorate27 that he makes up his own mind so 

about where he flies," Mr. Remchukov said. 
(680 words) - November 2, 2010 
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President Medvedev of Russia angered Japan by visiting a disputed island. Japan 

then recalled its ambassador to Moscow. Japan also suffered a ( ) 

in a diplomatic dispute with China over disputed islands, when it had to 

) an arrested Chinese trawler captain. But Medvedev 

and Prime Minister Kan will still meet at the APEC Forum, and Japan's foreign 

minister said he wanted good relations with Russia. Mr. Kan has been unable 

to hold a meeting with Chinese leaders. China criticized the US for trying to 

( ) in the dispute. Japan's dispute with Russia has prevented 

the two countries from concluding a peace ( ) after World War II. 

Medvedev's visit makes it clear that Russia has no plan to give the islands back 

to Japan, and has also increased his ( ) with the Russian 

people. 
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Japan and Vietnam Agree on 
Mining ot Rare Earths 
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~ HANOI, Vietnam (AP) - Vietnam has chosen Japan as a partner to mine 

rare earth2 minerals and develop nuclear power in the Communist country, 

Prime Minister Naoto Kan of Japan said on Sunday. 

Mr. Kan made the comments to reporters after meeting with his Vietnamese 

5 counterpart, Nguyen Tan Dung, in Hanoi. He said it was a sign of the "strategic 

partnership between the two countries." 

Japan announced plans last month to begin mining29 in Vietnam for rare 

earths used in the manufacture of products like laptops, cellphones and hybrid 

cars, in a bid to reduce its dependence on China. 

10 ft Although deposits of rare earths are found in various parts of the world, 

including the United States, China produces about 95 percent of the world's 

supply. 30 

® Rare earth mining and processing can be environmentallv dangerous. 

creating toxic byproducts, so other countries have tended to avoid or abandon 

15 production. Only recently have countries started to foster their own mines. 

® China had blocked rare earths shipments to Japan in a diplomatic dispute 
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between the two countries over islands in the East China Sea. after a collision 
of a Chinese fishing trawler with two Japanese patrol boats. 
ft Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton recently called the export embargo 
a "wake-up calf' for the world to find additional sources of rare earths. 

The Chinese government on Thursday abruptly ended its unannounced 
export embargo on rare earth minerals to the United States, Europe and Japan, 
though shipments to Japan still face additional scrutiny. 

20 

© The embargo, which had raised trade tensions, ended as it had begun -
with no official acknowledgment from Beijing or any explanation from customs 25 

agents at China's ports. 
ft Vietnam has plans to build eight nuclear power31 plants by 2030 to meet 
rising energy demand. 32 Currently, hydropower33 contributes more than a third 
of the country's energy. Mr. Kan confirmed that Japan would help Vietnam 
develop nuclear power. 30 

Also on Sunday, President Dmitri A. Medvedev of Russia met with his 
Vietnamese counterpart, Nguyen Minh Triet, and witnessed the formal signing 
of a deal to build Vietnam's first nuclear power plant. 

The two countries agreed to the deal last year; construction is to start in 
2014 and be completed in 2020. 35 

ft Russia's state atomic company, Rosatom, 34 said in a statement that it would 
build two reactors at the plant with a total capacity of 2,400 megawatts. 

Japan and Russia are eager to gain a footing in Vietnam's fast-expanding 
nuclear power market. Rosatom's chief, Sergei V. Kiriyenko, told Russia's Itar
Tass news agency in Hanoi that Moscow was negotiating with Vietnam to build 40 

two more reactors and was "aware of worthy competitors from other countries." 
On Saturday, Vietnam hosted a meeting of East Asian leaders, including Mr. 

Kan. Top officials from the United States and Russia also attended. 

(474 words) - October 31, 2010 
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Unit 4 Japan and Vietnam Agree on Mining of Rare Earths 

® 

® -----------------------------

© -----------------------------

ft1-22 

Japan will help Vietnam mine rare earths and develop ( )power. 

Rare earths are used in many high-tech products, and Japan wants to reduce 

its ( ) on China for their supply. Mining and processing rare 

earths can be ( ), and so countries have avoided doing so 

until recently. China blocked shipments to Japan recently in a diplomatic 

quarrel over ( ) islands. China has now ended its 

( ) on the export of rare earths. Japan will help Vietnam 

develop eight nuclear power plants by 2030. Russia will help build Vietnam's 

first such plant. Both Japan and Russia want to gain a footing in Vietnam's 

expanding energy market. 
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U.N. Reiects Export Ban on 
Atlantic Bluetin Tuna 
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ft Delegates at a United Nations conference on endangered species35 in Doha 

Qatar, soundly defeated American-supported proposals on Thursday to ban 

international trade in bluefin tuna and to protect polar bears. 

Atlantic and Mediterranean stocks of bluefin, a fish prized especially by 

Japanese sushi lovers for its fatty belly flesh, 36 have been severely depleted by 5 

years of heavy commercial fishing, while polar bears are considered threatened37 

by hunting a nd the loss of sea ice because of global warming. The United States 

tried unsuccessfully to persuade delegates to the Convention on International 

Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and F lora;38 or CITES, to provide 

strong international protection for the two species. 

"It wasn't a very good day for conservation," said Juan Carlos Vasquez, a 

spokesman for the United Nations organization. "It shows the governments are 

not ready to adopt trade bans as a way to protect species." 

ft Delegates voted down the proposal to protect bluefin by 68 to 20, with 30 

10 

abstentions. The polar bear measure failed by 62 to 48, with 11 abstentions. 15 
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® The rejection of the bluefin proposal was a clear victory for the Japanese 

government, which had vowed to go all out to stop the measure or else exempt 

itself from complying with it. Japan, which consumes nearly 80 percent of the 

bluefin catch, argued that the International Commission for the Conservation of 
20 Atlantic Tunas, or ICCAT,39 should be responsible for regulating the fishery, not 

the United Nations. European Union nations, whose fleets are most responsible 

for the overfishing of bluefin, abstained from voting in the second round after 

their own watered-down40 proposal was rejected. 

ft American officials expressed disappointment in the vote, but said they would 
25 keep trying in various international forums to protect the tuna and the bears. 

"The bluefin tuna is an iconic fish species," said Tom Strickland, assistant 

secretary of the interior for fish and wildlife and parks. "The science is compelling, 

the statistics are dramatic. That species is in spectacular decline." 

He said that the United States had recently declared the polar bear 

30 population to be threatened by loss of its sea ice habitat to melting. The Interior 

Department,41 he said, had designated 200,000 acres of Arctic ice as critical 

habitat in need of protection. 

"We believe the bear is under great pressure," he said from Washington. "It 

should not be traded internationally." 

35 ft Canada, Greenland and several indigenous communities, which led the 

effort to defeat the proposal to protect the polar bear, contended that the bear 

population was healthy42 and that it could sustain limited hunting and trade in 

pelts and body parts. 

@ While there is near-universal agreement that the bluefin stocks are in 

40 danger, Japan's argument resonated with other fishing nations, which were 

uneasy about what would have been the first intrusion of the endangered species 

convention into a major commercial fishery. 

But ICCAT's own record on managing the fish is widely seen as unsuccessful: 

the bluefin population has declined by roughly 80 percent since 1970. And while 

45 the organization, which has no effective enforcement mechanism, can set quotas, 

it has set the catch above the level that its own scientists say is safe to ensure 

the health of the species. 

ft A senior Japanese official said that his country shared the international 

concern about bluefin stocks, but that the Atlantic fisheries agency was the 

50 proper body to regulate its trade, not the United Nations convention. 

Masanori Miyahara, chief counselor of the Fisheries Agency of Japan,43 said 

after the vote that Japan would now be under pressure to abide by ICCAT's new, 

lower quotas for bluefin harvesting, according to The Associated Press. ICCAT 
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moved in November to reduce the bluefin quota to 13,500 tons from 22,000 tons 

for this year, and said that if stocks were not rebuilt by 2022 it would consider 55 

closing some areas. 

"I feel more responsibility to work for the recovery of the species," Mr. 

Miyahara said, The A.P. reported. "So it's kind of a heavy decision for Japan, 

too." 

ft Thursday's vote was the second time Japan had defeated a proposal to protect 60 

bluefin. A similar proposal by Sweden failed at the 1992 CITES meeting in 

Kyoto, Japan. 

Mr. Vasquez said it was technically possible for member nations to revisit 

the votes before the conference ended next Thursday, but that there was little 

likelihood that either measure would be resurrected. 65 

Attention at the Doha conference will now turn to proposals to protect 

sharks and elephants.© The United States. the Micronesian state of Palau 

and the European Union are among nations proposing that several species of 

sharks be listed under Appendix 2 of the convention, which would reguire that 

governments monitor trade in the species but would not entail an outright ban. 10 

But with Japan leading the opposition to any United Nations involvement in 

the regulation of marine species, and China, the largest consumer of shark fins, 

strongly opposed, the prospects of a deal appear remote. 

The elephant talks will center on a proposal by Tanzania and Zambia to 

resume trade in elephant ivory, but Kenya and some other African nations argue 75 

that trade will bring only more poaching. 

(903 words) - March 18, 2010 
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@ 

© 

8 1-29 

American-supported proposals to ban international trade in bluefin tuna and 

protect polar bears were defeated at a UN ( ). 

Years of heavy commercial fishing have depleted tuna stocks, while polar 
bears are threatened by hunting and climate change. The rejection of the tuna 

proposal was a victory for Japan, which ( ) 80 
percent of the bluefin catch. It argues that ICCAT, not the UN should be in 

charge of regulating bluefin fishing. Canada and Greenland were behind the 

effort to defeat the polar bear proposal, arguing that the bear population was 

( ). All agree that bluefin stocks are in danger, 

having declined 80 percent since 1970, but ICCAT's efforts to manage stocks are 
seen as ( 

ICCAT's reduced ( 
). Japan is now under pressure to abide by 

). This is the second time Japan has 
defeated a proposal to protect bluefin. 

__________________________ that 

recognizes Ainu as indigenous people of Japan. 
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U.S. leads New Bid to Phase Out 
Whale Hunting 
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ft WASHINGTON - The United States is leading an effort by a handful of 

anti whaling nations to broker an agreement that would limit and ultimately end 

whale hunting by Japan, Norway and Iceland, according to people involved with 

the negotiations. 

5 The compromise deal, which has generated intense controversy within the 

88-nation International Whaling Commission and among antiwhaling activists, 

would allow the three whaling countries to continue hunting whales for the next 

10 years, although in reduced numbers. 

In exchange, the whaling nations - which have long exploited loopholes in 

10 an international treaty that aims to preserve the marine mamrnals - would 

agree to stricter monitoring of their operations, including the placing of tracking 

devices and international monitors on all whaling ships and participation in a 

whale DNA registry to track global trade in whale products. 

~ Officials involved in the negotiations expressed tentative hope that they 

15 could reach an agreement in coming weeks. But ratification by the overall group 
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remains uncertain. 
"This is one of the toughest negotiations I've been involved in in 38 years," 

said Cristian Maquieira, the veteran Chilean44 diplomat who is the chairman 

of the commission. "If this initiative fails now, it means going back to years of 

acrimony."45 20 

Some pro-whale activists say the deal would grant international approval for 

the continued slaughter of thousands of minke, sei and Bryde's whales.46 They 

also say that the agreement does not prevent Japan and the other nations from 

resuming unlimited whaling once the 10-year period is up. 
"From our point of view, it's a whaler's wish list," said Patrick R. Ramage, 25 

global whale program director at the International Fund for Animal Welfare. 

ft ® "It would overturn the '86 moratorium. eviscerate47 the South Ocean 

Whale Sanctuary, subordinate science and I.W.C. precedent to reward countries 
that have refused to comp]y by allocating quotas to those three countries." 

"Rather than negotiate a treaty that brings commercial whaling to an end," 30 

he concluded, "they have created a system under which it will continue." 

But Monica Medina, the No. 2 official at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration and the American delegate to the whaling body, said that Mr. 

Ramage and other critics48 were demanding a complete halt to whaling, an 

impossible goal, at least today. "We can't stop it; we can only try to control it," 35 

Ms. Medina said in an interview. 

ft "If we can prevent thousands of whales from being hunted and killed, that's 
a real conservation benefit. This proposal would not only help whales, we hope, 

but also introduce rigorous oversight, 49 halt the illegal trade in whale meat and 

bring respect for international law back to the I.W.C.," she added. '½.re we there 40 

yet? We're not, and we have hard negotiations to go yet." 

Despite a 1986 international moratorium on commercial whaling, the 

numbers of whales killed annually has been rising steadily, to nearly 1,700 last 
year from 300 in 1990, as the three whaling nations have either opted out of the 
treaty or claimed to be taking whales only for legitimate scientific study. Most 45 

of the meat from the slaughtered whales is consumed in those three countries, 
although there appears to be a growing international black market in whale 
products. 

Some officials warn that if this effort at compromise fails, the commission's 
efforts to police whale hunting, long crippled by irreconcilable political 5o 

divisions, will collapse. "The I.W.C. is a mess. It's a dysfunctional international 
organization," said Sir Geoffrey Palmer, a former prime minister of New Zealand 

and chairman of the I.W.C. group trying to negotiate a deal. "I think this is 
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probably the last chance the I.W.C. has to cure itself." 

55 ft Representatives to the whaling commission from more than a dozen nations 

- including the three whaling countries and New Zealand, Australia, Chile and 

other nations backing the compromise proposal- are in Washington this week to 

negotiate terms of the agreement, which would protect as many as 5,000 whales 

from hunting over the next decade, officials said. @ They said they hoped that 

60 the reduced hunt would give whale stocks time to recover and give negotiators 

time to write a new treaty that would bring an effective international ban on all 

commercial whaling. 

The group plans to release a new draft of the compromise proposal next 

week, but it still must win the approval of three-quarters of the members of the 

65 whaling commission at its annual meeting in Agadir, Morocco, in late June. 

The Japanese, who killed 1,001 whales last year, are the linchpin of any deal. 

Although the Japanese taste for whale meat is steadily declining, the Japanese 

see their ability to continue to hunt whales, not only in their coastal waters but 

in the open ocean around Antarctica, as a question of sovereignty. Critics say 

10 that the practice survives only with heavy government subsidies. But a single 

whale can bring as much as $100,000 in Japanese fish markets. © Japan is 

driving a hard bargain50 to demonstrate strength at home and perhaps to use as 

leverage in other international negotiations, officials involved in the talks said. 

ft Joji Morishita, a senior official of the Japan Fisheries Agency and Tokyo's 

75 representative to the whaling talks, said in a brief telephone interview that he 

was not authorized to discuss his country's negotiating position. But he confirmed 

that Japan was at least willing to talk about a new whaling program that may 

result in a substantial reduction in its whale harvest over the next decade. "We 

are fully engaged in this process," he said. 

80 Populations of some whale species have been growing since the moratorium 

ended decades of uncontrolled hunting, but whales around the world remain 

under threat, not only from hunting but also from ship strikes, pollution, habitat 

loss, climate change and entanglement in fishing nets. 
Under terms of the compromise deal, which is being negotiated behind closed 

85 doors and remains subject to major changes, the three whaling nations agree to 

cut roughly in half their annual whale harvest. That would result in the saving 

of more than 5,000 whales over the next 10 years, compared with continued 

whaling at current levels. 
ft The deal also proposes that no new countries be permitted to take whales, 

90 whale-watching ships would be monitored by the whaling commission and all 

international trade in whale products be banned. In addition, whalers would have 
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to report the time of death and means of killing of all whales and provide DNA 

samples to a central registry to help track the end use of the dead animals. 

Limited subsistence whaling by indigenous peoples in the United States, 

Greenland, Russia and St. Vincent and the Grenadines51 would be allowed to ss 

continue. 

"Our goal is a significant reduction in the number of whales killed, but some 

limited whaling will be authorized as a price for that,"52 said Mr. Maquieira, the 

whaling commission chairman. "This is highly controversial and very difficult. 

I would prefer something different, but there is nothing out there." 100 

(1158 words) - April 14, 2010 
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ft 1 - 37 (H) 

The US is trying to limit and then end ( ) hunting by 

countries such as Japan, Norway and Iceland. A controversial compromise was 

reached allowing the three nations to continue whaling for the next 10 years. 

In return, they must agree to strict ( ). Anti-whaling 

activists say the deal would give international approval to the continued 

mass killing of whales and destroy previous international agreements. 

The American delegate to the talks criticized them, saying that stopping 

( ) whaling completely is impossible, so controlling it 

is the only solution. The number of whales killed each year is rising steadily. 

Some officials say that if the compromise fails, the I.W.C. may collapse. 

Countries are hoping that the reduced hunt will give whale stocks time to 

( ) and time for negotiators to write a new treaty 

to ban whaling. Though Japanese people do not eat as much whale meat 

as before, Japan sees its ability to continue hunting as a matter of national 

( ). Under the terms of the compromise, the three 

whaling nations agreed to cut their annual whale catch by half. The deal also 

says that no new countries can catch whale, and that international trade in 

whale products should be banned. 

0_ =:i.-A©~>'l:~~:i!gli:: L., C:, ""F© B *m1i~ltfg -6l~8©~3'l:~il~fcJ:<.!l, \o 

I. ;{ ;,,,:>7'' ~ ~~iJiiP t; f*~ L ~ -j c, :7 o -✓ t.r ~D'fjR k ~717"'7 iJ,tf:l ~ h --C l,L91J', 

~ ,fsl,:tili (J) il1i ?Fi~ IW iJ, ~ 1,} lllt lJ, :: (J) !lVJff8 (J) **It~ 1, }t:.' 0 -5 o 

Numerous ideas have been proposed for giant panda conservation, 
including cloning, but ___________________ _ 

2. 1986~ 1.: l;til ~M i5( ~ ffel ~ iJ,lfij ~tilU,?,(J)-ll~HfqJ: ~ rJt'.lE L --c iJ, i;, El tm !?, mil It, B 

* il'ifiL~ :llfi 1w. ~ km; lt--C 1,, Q c #1: ji L --C * t-: o 

Since the moratorium on commercial whaling was imposed by the 
International Whaling Commission in 1986, __________ _ 

3. El* lt!Jr'l:t:1Jlr¥~Irfif lliH;;M1'.lE "'-(J)OO~t.r ff-Lt-: 1)>, t t:.'*1Jn T ~ Z)>~(})--C l,l ~ 1, }o 

JJlfE(]) c:: 0:: (J)ti¼Ji: it+ 1J, ,-.,::_,1,,-, 7 _1, 1J n, ?.t-7. 1- '7 1J 7 ~ c'' 7::; 7:t:f°-rfti 
ifif thh 71 ~ ~i 0) * }JU mil (J) -j i:> 9 7J 00 -r:· x ~ rj:1 --C ;16 ~ 0 

Japan has expressed interest in the TPP, ___________ _ 

__________ , but has not yet decided whether to join it. 
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discipline 

competency 

Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD) ____ _ 

rote learning 

test-oriented 

creativity 

entrepreneur _______ __ _ 

innovator 

Confucianist 

Po 1 - 38 - 42 

~ SHANGHAI-In Li Zhen's ninth-grade mathematics class here last week 

the morning drill was geometry. Students at the middle school affiliated with 

Jing'An Teachers' College53 were asked to explain the relative size of geometric 

shapes by using Euclid's theorem of parallelograms. "Who in this class can 

5 tell me how to demonstrate two lines are parallel without using a proportional 

segment?" Ms. Li called out to about 40 students seated in a cramped classroom. 

One by one, a series of students at this medium-size public school5 •1 raised their 

hands. When Ms. Li called on them, they each stood politely by their desks and 

usually answered correctly. They returned to their seats only when she told 

10 them to sit down. 

Educators say this disciplined approach helps55 explain the announcement 

this month that 5,100 15-year-olds in Shanghai outperformed students from 

about 65 countries on an international standardized test that measured math, 

science and reading competency. 5G 

15 ~ American students came in between 15th and 31st place in the three 
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categories. France and Britain also fared poorly. Experts said comparing scores 

from countries and cities of different sizes is complicated. ® They also said that 

the Shanghai scores were not representative of China. since this fast-growing 

city of 20 million is relatively affluent. Still, they were impressed by the high 

scores from students in Shanghai. The results were seen as another sign of 20 

China's growing competitiveness. The United States rankings are a "wake-

up call," said Arne Duncan, the secretary57 of education. Although it was the 

first time China had taken part in the test, which was administered by the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, based in Paris, the 

results bolstered this country's reputation for producing students with strong 25 

math and science skills. Many educators were also surprised by the city's strong 

reading scores, which measured students' proficiency in their native Chinese. 

The Shanghai students performed well, experts say, for the same reason 

students from other parts of Asia - including South Korea, Singapore and Hong 

Kong - do: Their education systems are steeped in discipline, rote learning and 30 

obsessive test preparation. Public school students in Shanghai often remain at 

school until 4 p.m., watch very little television and are restricted by Chinese law 

from working before the age of 16. "Very rarely do children in other countries 

receive academic training as intensive as our children do," said Sun Baohong, 

an authority on education at the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences. 58 "So if 35 

the test is on math and science, there's no doubt Chinese students will win the 

competition." 

ft But many educators say China's strength in education is also a weakness. 

The nation's education system is too test-oriented, schools here stifle creativity 

and parental pressures often deprive children of the joys of childhood, they say. 59 40 

"These are two sides of the same coin: Chinese schools are very good at preparing 

their students for standardized tests," Jiang Xueqin, a deputy principal at Peking 

University High School60 in Beijing, wrote in an opinion article published in 

The Wall Street Journal shortly after the test results were announced. "For 

that reason, they fail to prepare them for higher education61 and the knowledge 45 

economy."62 In an interview, Mr. Jiang said Chinese schools emphasized testing 

too much, and produced students who lacked curiosity and the ability to think 

critically or independently. "It creates very narrow-minded students," he 

said. "But what China needs now is entrepreneurs and innovators." This is a 

common complaint in China. @ Educators say an emphasis on standardized 50 

tests is partly to blame for the shortage of innovative start-ups in China. And 

executives at global companies operating here say they have difficulty finding 

middle managers who can think creatively and solve problems. 
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In many ways, the system is a reflection of China's Confucianist63 past. 

55 Children are expected to honor and respect their parents and teachers. 

"Discipline is rarely a problem," said Ding Yi, vice principal at the middle school 

affiliated with Jing'An Teachers' College. "The biggest challenge is a student 

who chronically fails to do his homework." 

ft While the quality of schools varies greatly in China (rural schools often lack 

60 sufficient money, and dropout rates can be high), schools in major cities typically 

produce students with strong math and science skills. Shanghai is believed to 

have the nation's best school system, and many students here gain admission to 

America's most selective colleges and universities. 

© In Shanghai. teachers are required to have a teaching certificate and 

65 to undergo a minimum of 240 hours of training: higher-level teachers can be 

required to have up to 540 hours of training. There is a system of incentives 

and merit pay, just like the systems in some parts of the United States. "Within 

a teacher's salary package, 70 percent is basic salary," said Xiong Bingqi, a 

professor of education at Shanghai Jiaotong University.64 "The other 30 percent 

10 is called performance salary." Still, teacher salaries are modest, about $750 a 

month before bonuses and allowances - far less than what accountants, lawyers 

or other professionals earn. 

ft While Shanghai schools are renowned for their test preparation skills, 

administrators here are trying to broaden the curriculums and extend more 

75 freedom to local districts. The Jing'An school, one of about 150 schools in 

Shanghai that took part in the international test, was created 12 years ago 

to raise standards in an area known for failing schools. The principal, Zhang 

Renli, created an experimental school that put less emphasis on math and allows 

children more free time to play and experiment. The school holds a weekly talent 

80 show, for example. The five-story school building, which houses Grades eight 

and nine in a central district of Shanghai, is rather nondescript. Students wear 

rumpled school uniforms, classrooms are crowded and lunch is bused in every 

afternoon. But the school, which operates from 8:20 a.m. to 4 p.m. on most days, 

is considered one of the city's best middle schools. 
85 In Shanghai, most students begin studying English in first grade. Many 

middle school students attend extra-credit courses after school or on Saturdays. 

A student at Jing'An, Zhou Han, 14, said she entered writing and speech-making 

competitions and studied the erhu, a Chinese classical instrument. She also 

has a math tutor. "I'm not really good at math," she said. ''At first, my parents 

90 wanted me to take it, but now I want to do it." 
(1048 words) - December 29, 2010 
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More than 5,000 15-year-old students from Shanghai did better than stu

dents from about 65 countries on an international test in math, science 

and reading. Students from America, France and Britain did not do well. 

Experts say these scores do not ( ) China as a whole 

because Shanghai is relatively affluent. Experts say the reason for the strong per

formance is ( ), rote learning and obsessive test preparation. 

Students stay a long time at school and watch little TV. Some critics say 

schools prepare students well for taking tests but do not prepare them well for 

( ) education or the knowledge economy, because they 

lack curiosity and the ability to think critically and independently. There are 

complaints that this problem is responsible for the lack of ( ) 

start-up companies and a shortage of creative middle managers in China. 

Shanghai is thought to have China's best school system, with very highly trained 

teachers. Education administrators are now trying to broaden curriculums and 

extend more freedom to local districts. One experimental school is allowing chil-

dren more free time and encouraging ( ). 
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The PISA international survey, begun in 2000, _______ _ 

Experts said the stellar academic performance of students in Shanghai 
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Po 1 -44-48 

~ It could be a Zen koan:65 if everybody in the class gets an A what doe an 

mean? The answer: ot what it hould, ay Andrew Perrin. a sociologi t at 

the Univer ity of · orth Carolina Chapel Hill. An A hould mean outstanding 

work; i should not be the default grade," Mr. Perrin aid. 'If everyone gets an A 

5 for ad quate completion of tasks it cripple 66 our ability to recognize exemplary67 

scholarship.'' As part of the university's long effort to clarify what grades really 

mean , Mr. Perrin now leads a committee that is working with the registrar on 

plans to add extra information - probably median grades, and perhaps more 

- to transcripts. In addition, they expect to post further statistics providing 

10 context online and give instructors data on how their grading compares with 

their colleagues'. ® It's going to be modest and nowhere near enough to correct 

the problems,' Mr. Perrin said. But it's our judgment that its the best we can 

do now.' 

~ With college grades creeping ever higher,6 a few univer. itie have taken 
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direct action against grade inflation. Most notably, Princeton adopted guidelines 15 

in 2004 providing that no more than 35 percent of undergraduate grades should 

be Ns, a policy that remains controversial on campus. Others have taken a 

less direct approach, leaving instructors free to award whatever grades they 

like but expanding their transcripts to include information giving graduate 

schools and employers a fuller picture of what the grades mean. Dartmouth 20 

transcripts include median grades, along with the number of courses in which 

the student exceeded, equaled or came in lower than those medians. Columbia 

transcripts show the percentage of students in the course who earned an A. At 

Reed College, transcripts are accompanied by an explanatory card. Last year's 

graduating class had an average G.P.A.69 of 3.20, it says, and only 10 percent 25 

of the class graduated with a G.P.A. of 3.67 or higher. "We also tell them that 

in 26 years, only 10 students have graduated with a perfect 4.0 average - and 

three of them were transfers who didn't get all those grades at Reed," said Nora 

McLaughlin, the registrar at Reed. "We wanted to put the grades at Reed in 

context to be sure that graduate schools, particularly professional schools where 30 

G.P.A. is very much an important factor, understand how capable our students 

are." Especially in hard economic times, students worry that professors who 

are stingy with the Ns will leave them at a disadvantage in graduate school 

admissions and employment. No wonder, then, that many students visit Web 

sites like RateMyProfessors.com70 when registering, perhaps to help them avoid 35 

tough graders. 

IA Cornell's experience shows the impact - and the unintended consequences 

- that grading information can bring. In 1996, Cornell's faculty adopted a 

"truth in grading" policy, and median grades were posted online starting in 

1998. The policy called for median grades to be shown on transcripts as soon 40 

as student-records technology made that possible, but that did not happen until 

a full decade later. And while the median grades were available only online, 

a study by three Cornell economists found a large increase in enrollment in 

courses with a median grade of A - further driving grade inflation. ''At least 

when the grades were only online, the main users of the information seemed 45 

to be students shopping around71 for easier classes," said Talia Bar, one of the 

three economists. Ms. Bar said there is no consensus on the right way to grade. 

"I might see a course of 200 people with a median grade of A as not right, but 

others might see it as good," she said. 

But at least in the realm of theory, there is widespread agreement that 50 

providing extra context on transcripts is a good thing. "It's generally recognized 

that an A by itself is not very meaningful," said Barmak N assirian, associate 
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executive director of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and 

Admissions Officers. "Giving statistical context to assist recipients of a transcript 

55 in understanding the grades is definitely helpful." But as a practical matter, 

it is not so easy. "It's complicated, it's controversial, and it runs into campus 

political opposition from all sorts of directions you might not anticipate," Mr. 

Nassirian said, adding that transcripts with too much extra information can 

become unwieldy. 

60 ft Studies of grade inflation have found that private universities generally give 

higher grades than public ones, and that humanities courses award higher grades 

than science and math classes. Mr. Perrin's concern with grading standards 

began 15 years ago, when he was a teaching assistant at the University of 

California, Berkeley. @ "I would grade papers, run the grades by the professor 

65 and then give them out, and long lines of students would appear outside my office 

to say I graded too hard," Mr. Perrin said. Now, at North Carolina, Mr. Perrin 

is convinced that grading problems are pervasive. ''Anything that uses G .P.A. 

is unfair, because a given student can be penalized or rewarded in grading just 

because of the mix of professors or the strength of the schedule," Mr. Perrin 

10 said. "Some instructors grade harder than others. Some courses are harder than 

others, and some departments are harder than others." 

The pending changes at North Carolina are the university's latest effort 

to improve its grading system. Since 1967, when the average G.P.A. was 2.49, 

grade inflation at the university has been well-documented. In 2000, the faculty 

75 council heard a proposal to adopt a target average G.P.A. of 2.6 to 2.7, but the 

idea was dropped. © A few years later, the faculty narrowly voted down an 

ambitious proposal for an adjusted G .P.A., called the ''Achievement Index," that 

would reflect not only the students' performance in their courses, but also the 

rigor of those courses. 

80 ft At U.N.C., the average G.P.A. was 3.21 in the fall of 2008, up from 2.99 

in 1995. Ns have become the most frequent grade, and together, Ns and B's 

accounted for 82 percent of the 2008 grades. Last spring, the faculty called 

for the creation of Mr. Perrin's committee to help the registrar give context to 

undergraduate grades by providing statistics on what percentage of students 

85 got each letter grade, what percentage are majors in the department and what 

percentage are seniors, juniors, sophomores72 and freshmen. "We seem to have 

a pretty good consensus here now," said Holden Thorp, the chancellor. "What I 

like about this approach is that it allows faculty who have a certain philosophy 

of grading to stick with it, as long as they're O.K. with having it be shown. If 

90 somebody gets an A in a class with a lot of Ns and that's put out there, that's 
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Unit 8 A Quest to Explain What Grades Really Mean 

good. If the chemists are willing to tell everybody that they grade harshly, that's 

good too." 

(1124 words) - December 25, 2010 
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Unit 8 A Quest to Explain What Grades Really Mean 

ft 1 - 49 

Andrew Perrin, an American university professor, is concerned that too many 

students are receiving A grades and that these grades are therefore becoming 

meaningless. He is now working with a committee to add extra information 

to ( ), e.g. median grades. Some universities are trying 

to control grade inflation through various ( ) including 

limiting the number of Ns that can be given or adding extra information to 

transcripts. Some students worry that if professors do not give them Ns, they 

will find it harder to enter ( ) school or find a good job. 

Cornell University started posting median grades online in 1998, but this 

led to many students enrolling in courses in which the median grade was 

A. There seems to be no consensus among university professors on the best 

way to grade students, but there is growing agreement that extra information 

should appear on transcripts. ( 

higher grades than public ones and ( 

) universities generally give 

) courses give higher 

grades than ones in science and math. Perrin's committee is now analyzing how 

students are graded and will provide statistics to the university to help it reform 

its grading policy. 

0 =.:i-;7,0)~:>Z:~~~li:VC "fO)B:$:ffi1J,~~9Qpgg0)~3t~1fa-tc1:~t,,o 

1. nU'tlilt~~lc:k~l~l~AIJ ,~< < i;i:~o 

Tough grading makes ___________________ _ 

2. /vt~0) 11/ 7 t.,<ijl~O)J!f! El3 "t'O c -J ~ iJ> n {) 0) 1:L ~~O) f.(~lWfrffi"t"a, ~ o 

A possible cause for the inflated grades is ___________ _ 

3. ~-CO)~~ il 1 }f P-Xii ~ !15l&1J ~ J:: -5 i;i:~Dl't'·!a:, j(~~~fr*O)flE}tJ iJE\:1~ la:P.X~ 

~ 1!ltm-ittJ.l;fi;i: i; i;i: ~lo 

When all students receive high marks, ____________ _ 
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~ As hundreds of thousands of students rush to fill out college applications to 

meet end-of-the-year deadlines, it might be worth asking them: Is where you 

spend the next four years of your life that important? The sluggish economy and 

rising costs of college have only intensified questions about whether expensive, 

5 prestigious colleges make any difference. Do their graduates make more money? 

Get into better professional programs? Make better connections? And are they 

more satisfied with their lives, or at least with their work? Many college guidance 

counselors will say, find your own rainbow. But that can sound like pablum to 

even the most laid-back parent and student. 

to Answers to such questions cannot be found, typically, in the sort of data 

churned out annually in the U.S. News and World Report73 rankings, which 

tend to focus on inputs like average SAT7~ scores or college rejection rates. 

Handicappers shy away from collating such information partly because it can be 

hard to measure something like alumni satisfaction 5 to 10 years out. Moreover, 
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Unit 9 Is Going to an Elite College Worth the Cost? 

in taking a yardstick to someone's success, or quality of life, how much can 15 

be attributed to one's alma mater, versus someone's aptitude, intelligence and 

doggedness? 

ft But economists and sociologists have tried to tackle these questions. @ Their 

research, however hedged, does suggest that elite schools can make a difference 

in income and graduate school placement. But happiness in life? That's a question 20 

for another day. Among the most cited research on the subject - a paper by 

economists from the RAND Corporation75 and Brigham Young and Cornell 

Universities - found that "strong evidence emerges of a significant economic 

return to attending an elite private institution, and some evidence suggests 

this premium has increased over time." Grouping colleges by the same tiers of 25 

selectivity used in a popular college guidebook, Barron's, the researchers found 

that alumni of the most selective colleges earned, on average, 40 percent more 

a year than those who graduated from the least selective public universities, 

as calculated 10 years after they graduated from high school. Those same 

researchers found in a separate paper that "attendance at an elite private college 30 

significantly increases the probability of attending graduate school, and more 

specifically graduate school at a major research university." 

ft One major caveat: these studies, which tracked more than 5,000 college 

graduates, some for more than a decade, are themselves now more than a decade 

old. Over that period, of course, the full sticker price for elite private colleges 35 

has far outstripped the pace of inflation, to say nothing of the cost of many of 

their public school peers (even accounting for the soaring prices of some public 

universities, especially in California, suffering under state budget crises). For 

example, full tuition and fees at Princeton this year is more than $50,000, 

while Rutgers76, the state university just up the New Jersey Turnpike, costs 40 

state residents less than half that. The figures are similar for the University 

of Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania State University. (For the sake of this 

exercise, set aside those students at elite colleges whose financial aid packages 

cover most, if not all, of their education.) Despite the lingering gap in pricing 

between public and private schools, Eric R. Eide, one of the authors of that paper 45 

on the earnings of blue-chip77 college graduates, said he had seen no evidence 

that would persuade him to revise, in 2010, the conclusion he reached in 1998. 

@ "Education is a long-run investment," said Professor Eide. chairman of the 

economics department at Brigham Young, "It may be more painful to finance 

right now. People may be more hesitant to go into debt because of the recession. so 

In my opinion, they should be looking over the long run of their child's life." He 

added, "I don't think the costs of college are going up faster than the returns on 
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graduating from an elite private college." 

ft Still, one flaw in such research has always been that it can be hard to 

55 disentangle the impact of the institution from the inherent abilities and personal 

qualities of the individual graduate. In other words, if someone had been 

accepted at an elite college, but chose to go to a more pedestrian one, would his 

earnings over the long term be the same? In 1999, economists from Princeton 

and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation looked at some of the same data Professor 

Go Eide and his colleagues had used, but crunched them in a different way: they 

compared students at more selective colleges to others of "seemingly comparable 

ability," based on their SAT scores and class rank, who had attended less selective 

schools, either by choice or because a top college rejected them. The earnings of 

graduates in the two groups were about the same - perhaps shifting the ledger 

65 in favor of the less expensive, less prestigious route. (The one exception was that 

children from "disadvantaged family backgrounds" appeared to earn more over 

time if they attended more selective colleges. The authors, Stacy Berg Dale and 

Alan B. Krueger, do not speculate why, but conclude, "These students appear to 

benefit most from attending a more elite college.") 

10 Earnings, of course, and even graduate school attendance, are but two of 

many measurements of graduates' success post-college. Earlier this year, two 

labor and education professors from Penn State, along with a sociologist from 

Claremont Graduate University in California, sought to examine whether 

graduates from elite colleges were, in general, more satisfied in their work than 

75 those who attended less prestigious institutions. Writing in April in the Journal 

of Labor Research, the three researchers argued that "an exclusive focus on 

the economic outcomes of college graduation, and from prestigious colleges in 

particular, neglects a host of other employment features." Mining a sample of 

nearly 5,000 recipients of bachelor's degrees in 1992 and 1993, who were then 

80 tracked for nearly a decade, the authors concluded that "job satisfaction decreases 

slightly as college selectivity moves up." One hypothesis by the authors was that 

the expectations of elite college graduates - especially when it came to earnings 

- might have been higher, and thus more subject to disappointment, than the 

expectations of those who graduated from less competitive colleges. 

85 ft Still, one of those authors, Scott L. Thomas, a sociologist who is a professor 

of educational studies at Claremont, said high school students and their parents 

should take any attempt to apply broad generalizations to such personal choices 

with a grain of salt. "Prestige does pay," Mr. Thomas said in an interview. "But 

prestige costs, too. The question is, is the cost less than the added return?" His 

90 answer was one he said he knew families would find maddening: "It depends." 
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Unit 9 Is Going to an Elite College Worth the Cost? 

For example, someone who knew he needed to earn a reliable salary immediately 
after graduation, and as a result chose to study something practical like business 

or engineering, might find the cost-benefit analysis78 tilted in favor of a state 

school, he said. 
"Students from less affluent backgrounds are going to find themselves in 95 

situations where college is less about 'finding themselves,' and more about skills 

acquisition and making contacts that will lead straight into the labor market," 
Mr. Thomas said. For such a student, he said, a state university, particularly a 

big one, may also have a large, passionate alumni body. It, in turn, may play a 

disproportionate role in deciding who gets which jobs in a state in a variety of 100 

fields - an old-boy (and increasingly old-girl) network that may be less impressed 

with a job applicant's Ivy league79 pedigree. "If you've attended a big state school 

with a tremendous football program," Mr. Thomas said, "there's tremendous 

affinity and good will - whether or not you had anything to do with the football 
program." 105 

ft In the end, some researchers echo that tried-and-perhaps-even-true80 wisdom 

of guidance counselors: © the extent to which one takes- advantage of the 
educational offerings of an institution may be more important, in the long run, 

than how prominently and proudly that institution's name is being displayed on 
the back windows of cars in the nation's wealthiest enclaves. 110 

In this analysis, one's major - and how it aligns with the departmental 

strengths of a university - may be more significant than the place in the 

academic pecking order awarded to that college by the statisticians at U.S. 

News. "Everything we know from studying college student experiences and 

outcomes tells us that there is more variability within schools than between m 

them," said Alexander C. McCormick, a former admissions officer at his alma 

mater, Dartmouth College, and now an associate professor of education at 
Indiana University at Bloomington. "This is the irony, given the dominance of 
the rankings mentality of who's No. 5 or No. 50," Professor McCormick added. 
"The quality of that biology major offered at School No. 50? It may exceed that 120 

at School No. 5." 

(1461 words) - December 17, 2010 
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Unit 9 Is Going to an Elite College Worth the Cost? 

@ 

@ 

© 

ft 1 -56 

In the US, the sluggish economy and rising tuition fees have intensified questions 

about whether it is a good idea to attend an expensive and ( ) 

college. Research by economists and sociologists suggests that graduates of elite 

colleges will make more money and get better graduate school placement, but it 

says nothing about future happiness. But these studies are more than 10 years 

old, and tuition fees have increased considerably during that period, especially 

for private education. One expert has said that people should view education 

as a long-term ( ), and that it is worth going into debt to pay for 

education at an elite college. Regarding ( ), research shows there is 

not much difference between students of comparable abilities attending selective 

and non-selective colleges. Other researchers found that job ( ) 

decreases as college selectivity moves up, perhaps because graduates from elite 

colleges have higher expectations. Another expert says going to a prestige school 

can pay, but it is also expensive. He also says that if someone is looking to start a 

well-paying job immediately after college, studying a ( ) subject at 

a large state university would be a good choice. Some guidance counselors advise 

that knowing how to take advantage of the academic opportunities a college 

offers may be more important than the prestige of the institution. They also say 

that the quality of courses may vary widely within the same institution. 
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ft TOKYO - Japan has decided to raise its assessment of the accident at 

the crippled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant to the worst rating on 

an international scale putting the disaster on par with the 1986 Chernobyl 

explosion, 1 the Japanese nuclear regulatory agency82 said on Tuesday. 

The decision to raise the alert level83 to 7 from 5 on the scale amounts to 5 

an admission that the accident at the nuclear facility, brought on by the March 

11 earthquake8 '1 and tsunami,85 is likely to have substantial and long-lasting 

consequences for health and for the environment. Some in the nuclear industry 

have been saying for weeks that the accident released large amounts of radiation, 

but Japanese officials had played down this possibility. 10 

The new estimates by Japanese authorities suggest that the total amount of 

radioactive materials released so far is equal to about 10 percent of that released 

in the Chernobyl accident, said Hidehiko Nishiyama, deputy director general of 

Japan's nuclear regulator, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency. 

~ Mr. Nishiyama stressed that unlike at Chernobyl, where the reactor itself 15 
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exploded and fire fanned the release of radioactive material, the containments86 

at the four troubled reactors at Fukushima remained intact over all. But at a 

separate news conference, an official from the plant's operator, Tokyo Electric 

and Power, said, "The radiation leak has not stopped completely and our concern 

20 is that it could eventually exceed Chernobyl." 

On the International Nuclear Event Scale, a Level 7 nuclear accident involves 

"widespread health and environmental effects" and the "external release of 

a significant fraction of the reactor core inventory." @ The scale, which was 

developed by the International Atomic Energy Agency and countries that use 

25 nuclear energy, leaves it to the nuclear agency of the country where the accident 

occurs to calculate a rating based on complicated criteria. 

Japan's previous rating of 5 placed the Fukushima accident at the same level 

as the Three Mile Island87 accident in Pennsylvania in 1979. Level 7 has been 

applied only to the disaster at Chernobyl, in the former Soviet Union. 

30 "This is an admission by the Japanese government that the amount of 

radiation released into the environment has reached a new order of magnitude,"88 

said Tetsuo Iguchi, a professor in the department of quantum engineering at 

Nagoya University. "The fact that we have now confirmed the world's second

ever level 7 accident will have huge consequences for the global nuclear industry. 

35 It shows that current safety standards are woefully inadequate." 

ft Mr. Nishiyama said "tens of thousands of terabecquerels"89 of radiation per 

hour have been released from the plant. (The measurement refers to how much 

radioactive material was emitted, not the dose absorbed by living things.) The 

scale of the radiation leak has since dropped to under one terabecquerel per 

40 hour, the Kyodo news agency said, citing government officials. 

@ The announcement came as Japan was preparing to urge more residents 

around the crippled nuclear plant to evacuate, because of concerns over long

term exposure to radiation. Also on Monday, tens of thousands of people bowed 

their heads in silence at 2:46 p.m., exactly one month since the 9.0-magnitude 

45 earthquake and ensuing tsunami brought widespread destruction to Japan's 

northeast coast. 

The mourning was punctuated by another strong aftershock near Japan's 

Pacific coast, which briefly set off a tsunami warning, killed a 16-year-old girl 

and knocked out cooling at the severely damaged Fukushima Daiichi power 

50 station for almost an hour, underscoring the vulnerability of the plant's reactors 

to continuing seismic activity. 

ft On Tuesday morning, there was another strong aftershock, which shook 

Tokyo. The authorities have already ordered people living within a 12-mile 
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radius of the plant to evacuate, and recommended that people remain indoors or 
avoid an area within a radius of 18 miles. The government's decision to expand 55 

the zone came in response to radiation readings that would be worrisome over 
months in certain communities beyond those areas, underscoring how difficult 
it has been to predict the ways radiation spreads from the damaged plant. 

Unlike the previous definitions of the areas to be evacuated, this time the 
government designated specific communities that should be evacuated, instead 60 

of a radius expressed in miles. The radiation has not spread evenly from the 
reactors, but instead has been directed to some areas and not others by weather 
patterns and the terrain. Iitate, one of the communities told on Monday to 
prepare for evacuation, lies well beyond the 18-mile radius, but the winds over 
the last month have tended to blow northwest from the Fukushima plant toward 65 

Iitate, which may explain why high readings were detected there. 
Yukio Edano, the government's chief cabinet secretary, said that the 

government would order Iitate and four other towns to prepare to evacuate. 
Officials are concerned that people in these communities are being exposed to 
radiation equivalent to at least 20 millisieverts90 a year, he said, which could be 10 

harmful to human health over the long term. Evacuation orders will come within 
a month for Katsurao, Namie, Iitate and parts of Minamisoma and Kawamata, 
Mr. Edano said. 
ft People in five other areas may also be told to evacuate if the conditions at the 
Fukushima Daiichi plant grow worse, Mr. Edano said. Those areas are Hirono, 75 

Naraha, Kawauchi, Tamura and other sections ofMinamisoma. ©"This measure 
is not an order for you to evacuate or take actions immediately," he said. "We 
arrived at this decision by taking into account the risks of remaining in the area 
in the long term." He appealed for calm and said that the chance of a large-scale 
radiation leak from the Fukushima Daiichi plant had, in fact, decreased. 80 

Mr. Edano also said that pregnant women, children and hospital patients 
should stay out of the area within 19 miles of the reactors and that schools in 
that zone would remain closed. Until now, the Japanese government had refused 
to expand the evacuation zone, despite urging from the International Atomic 
Energy Agency. The United States and Australia have advised their citizens to 85 

stay at least 50 miles away from the plant. 
The international agency, which is based in Vienna, said Sunday that its 

team measured radiation on Saturday of 0.4 to 3.7 microsieverts per hour at 
distances of 20 to 40 miles from the damaged plant - well outside the initial 
evacuation zone. At that rate of accumulation, it would take 225 days to 5.7 years go 

to reach the Japanese government's threshold level for evacuations: ;radiation 
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accumulating at a rate of at least 20 millisieverts per year. In other words, 

only the areas with the highest readings would qualify for the new evacuation 

ordered by the government. 

95 Masataka Shimizu, the president of Tokyo Electric, visited the tsunami-

stricken91 area on Monday for the first time since the crisis began. He called on 

the governor of Fukushima Prefecture, Yuhei Sato, but was refused a meeting. 

He left his business card instead. 

(1138 words) - April 11, 2011 
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Japan has raised its assessment of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi 

( ) plant to the highest level of 7, equating it with the 

Chernobyl explosion in 1986. This means it is likely to have substantial and 

long-lasting health and environmental consequences. Experts say the amount of 

( ) released is a tenth of that at Chernobyl. But an official 

of the plant's operator, TEPCO, said that radiation is still leaking and there are 

concerns that it could eventually ( ) Chernobyl. Japanese 

nuclear authorities say the accident will have a large effect on the global nuclear 

industry and shows that safety standards are inadequate. Japan's government 

has urged more people near the plant to evacuate because of concern about 

continuing radiation leaks. Instead of stating a ( ), the 

government is now designating specific communities, such as Iitate, because of 

the way the spread of radiation is affected by weather patterns. Japan's Chief 

Cabinet Secretary said, however, that the radiation leak from the Fukushima 

plant had decreased. Until this time, Japan had refused to extend the 

( ) zone despite urging from the International Atomic 

Energy Agency and countries such as the United States and Australia. 

________________________ expanded 

following the "oil shock" in 1973. 

2. 3li.if-t&;l:)J<rlffi.lfl1~;6q~~J t:i: r&1im c. t:i:o i:r--c.-~ m{ r.tJ .r.. *'1,, =¥-tt B *O)=ft1~m* 
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Nuclear energy was supposed to be a key component for Japan to slash 
its carbon emissions ___________________ _ 
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ft A pair of Russian-born physicists92 working at the University of Manchester 

in England have won the Nobel Prize in Physics for investigating the remarkable 

properties of ultrathin carbon flakes known as graphene, the Royal Swedish 

Academy of Sciences said Tuesday. The physicists are Andre Geim, 51, and 

Konstantin Novoselov, 36. They will split the prize of about $1.4 million. 5 

Graphene is a form of carbon in which the atoms are arranged in a flat 

hexagon lattice like microscopic chicken wire, a single atom thick. It is not only 

the thinnest material in the world, but also one of the strongest and hardest. 

Among its other properties, graphene is able to conduct electricity as well as 

copper does and to conduct heat better than any other known material, and it 10 

is practically transparent. Physicists say that it could eventually rival silicon as 

a basis for computer chips, serve as a sensitive pollution-monitoring material, 

improve flat -screen televisions, and enable the creation of new materials and 

novel tests of quan tum weirdness . In a statement, the Royal Academy said, 

"Carbon, the basis of all known life on earth, has surprised us once again." 15 

ft Graphene is closely related to two other forms of carbon that have generated 
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intense interest in recent years: buckyballs, which are soccer-ball arrangements 

of carbon atoms, and nanotubes, which are rolled-up sheets of carbon atoms. It 

was long thought, however, that an essentially two-dimensional sheet of carbon 

20 atoms would be unstable and would warp or fold up. Dr. Geim and Dr. Novoselov 

first succeeded in creating flakes of graphene by peeling them off piles of graphite 

- the material that is in a pencil lead - using Scotch tape. 

Dr. Geim, who was born in Sochi, Russia, and is now a Dutch citizen, studied 

at the Moscow Physical-Technical Institute and was awarded a Ph.D. at the 

25 Institute of Solid State Physics in Chernogolovka in 1987. ® He led a wandering 

research life - "For me it's very boring to work on the same thing year after 

year," he explained in an interview posted on the Nobel Prize Web site - before 

he became a professor at the University of Nijmegen in the Netherlands. It was 

at Nijmegen that he connected with Dr. Novoselov, who was born in Nizhny 

30 Tagil, and became Dr. Geim's graduate student in the Netherlands. When Dr. 

Geim moved to Manchester, he took Dr. Novoselov with him; Dr. Novoselov is 

now a British and Russian citizen. 

The graphene creation originated in what Dr. Geim and Dr. Novoselov call 

"Friday evening" experiments, crazy things that might or might not work out. In 

35 one of them, Dr. Geim managed to levitate a frog in a magnetic field, for which 

he won an lg Nobel93 - a parody award for "improbable research'' - in 2000. 

On another occasion they produced a "gecko tape" that mimicked the way geckos 

and Spider-Man can walk on the ceiling. The work on graphene arose from the 

pair's desire to investigate the electrical properties of graphite. To do that, they 

40 needed very thin pieces, which they first tried to produce by filing down graphite 

crystals, with no luck. Then a technician showed them how graphite was cleaned 

before being observed in a scanning tunneling microscope by peeling layers off 

with Scotch tape. The scientists placed a flake of graphite on some tape and then 

by folding the tape over it again and again, gradually cleaved it thinner and 

45 thinner until it was only one atom thick. The Scotch tape technique is still used, 

although the Manchester researchers have switched to a different tape. @ Dr. 

Geim once described the process as "very nonboffinlike"94 - using British slang 

for a research scientist - and an example of how you could do great experiments 

even if you did not have the resources of Harvard or Cambridge behind you. 

50 "You can still do something amazing." he said. 

ft The first two papers on graphene were published in Science and online in 

2004. Three more appeared in 2005. Since then, the Swedish Academy said, 

"research in this area has literally exploded," producing a growing number of 

papers about graphene, its amazing properties and its promise. If scaled up to 
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the thickness of plastic refrigerator wrap, a sheet of graphene stretched over a 55 

coffee cup could support the weight of a truck bearing down on a pencil point, 

according to tests conducted by two Columbia University researchers, Jeffrey 

Kysar and James Hone. Graphene also made it into popular culture, being 

featured in an episode of the CBS sitcom "The Big Bang Theory" last February. 

David Saltzberg, a physicist at the University of California, Los Angeles, who 60 

serves as the show's scientific consultant, called graphene "the greatest thing 

since sliced pencil lead." Joseph Stroscio of the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology in Gaithersburg, Md.,95 said that he had been skeptical initially 

about the promise of graphene, but "each year I'm surprised to see all the new 

experiments showing new potential applications ranging from electronic devices 65 

and chemical sensors to composite materials." He said the speed with which 

the prize was awarded to Dr. Geim and Dr. Novoselov was a reflection of the 

excitement about possible applications and the new physics experiments that 

could be performed with graphene. Because of the hexagonal structure, electrons 

moving through graphene do not act like the billiard balls of classic physics, 10 

bumping from atom to atom, but rather like massless waves obeying the laws 

of relativistic physics. As a result, Dr. Stroscio said, graphene has properties 

that could be seen before only in high-energy physics. "That's what started the 

frenzy," he said. Instead of needing a particle accelerator, "you can do relativistic 

experiments on a table top." 15 

8 The new laureates both say they are in graphene for the physics, but it is 

getting crowded. Thousands of researchers are involved in graphene now, Dr. 

Geim said in the interview on the Nobel Web site, and he keeps looking for a 

new corner of the field to explore. "I'm very proud when I scoop someone, but I 

have been scooped myself." He is the first scientist to win both a Nobel and an 80 

lg Nobel. He said he was happy to have both because the lg Nobel was given "for 

something that forces people to smile." In his own remarks, Dr. Novoselov, one of 

the youngest scientists ever to win a Nobel, said he was trying not to think about 

what it would mean for his career. As the telephone rang in the background he 

said: "I had quite a bit of plans for today. It looks like they are all ruined now." 85 

This was the second Nobel Prize awarded this year for work in Britain. 

Robert Edwards won the medicine prize on Monday for in-vitro fertilization. 

© Martin Rees, J)resident of the Royal Society. of whom all three are fellows. 

said the awards underscored the importance of supporting basic research in that 

country. He also warned that tighter immigration quotas recently introduced 90 

by the British government could have stopped people like Dr. Geim and Dr. 

Novoselov from entering the country. 

(1171 words) - October 5, 2010 
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Two ( ) Russian-born physicists won the 2010 Nobel 
Prize in Physics for investigating the properties of ultrathin carbon flakes 

known as graphene. It is the thinnest material in the world and also one of 

the strongest and hardest. It is also transparent, and is extremely efficient 
at conducting heat and electricity. Its many potential ( ) 

include computer chips. The two scientists started by investigating the electrical 
properties of graphite, the material pencil leads are made of. They obtained thin 

layers by peeling off layers of pencil lead using Scotch tape. They eventually 
( ) it to the thickness of one atom. Since their first experiments 
in 2004, research in this area has exploded. Graphene is incredibly strong. If it 
expanded to the thickness of plastic refrigerator wrap and placed over a coffee 
cup, it could support the weight of a truck. Graphene has a ( ) 
structure. This means that electrons move through it like massless waves, 

( ) the rules of relativistic physics, which makes it easier to 
do experiments. There are now thousands of researchers working in the field of 
graphene. 
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In a Space Probe's Journev, 
a Test tor Japan 
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~ TOKYO - The Japanese are calling it a miracle. The Hayabusa space 

probe returned last month from a seven-year, 382-million-mile round trip to an 

a teroid, giving a much-needed confidence boost to a country worried that its 

t chnological prowess might be waning. 

But Japan i till holding its breath. Did the mission accomplish one of it 5 

main objectives? 

Preliminary tests on a capsul retrieved from the probe have shown no sign 

of the precious samples of the 4.6-billion-year-old asteroid that the Hayabusa 

wa supposed to retrieve - samples that scientists around the globe had hoped 

would hold new clue about the formation of the olar ystem. Last week the 10 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency known as JAXA 96 followed up with better 

news. Scientists had detected traces of vaporized material inside the container, 

some of it possibly from the asteroid, Itokawa,97 which goes around the sun on 

an elliptical orbit that crosses the paths of both Earth and Mars. ® 'Hayabu a 
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15 capsule yields gas," declared one newspaper headline. "Vapor gives us hope," 

read another. The June 13 return of the Hayabusa, which drew heavily on 

Japanese industrial expertise, has fanned hopes that this nation has not lost 

its edge in technology and manufacturing. The American journal Science has 

called Hayabusa - the first spacecraft to visit an asteroid and return to Earth, 

20 as well as the longest round-trip mission to outer space - a "trailblazer."98 

ft Japanese companies hope the mission can translate to sales in the steadily 

expanding market for space technology. According to the nonprofit Space 

Foundation, based in Colorado, the commercial and governmental global market 

for satellites99 and other space infrastructure grew to $261 billion in 2009, 

25 up 7 percent from 2008 and 40 percent over the last five years. But Japanese 

companies so far have failed to gain much traction as prime contractors in the 

global satellite communications market. NEC, which built the probe's advanced 

ion engines, wants to sell its technology in the United States, to NASA as well as 

to commercial customers through a joint venture with the American aerospace 

30 firm Aerojet-General. Ion engines use electric fields, instead of chemical reactions, 

to propel rockets and satellites. They are less powerful but more efficient than 

conventional chemical engines and can last for years before running out of fuel. 

The information technology behemoth10° Fujitsu, meanwhile, is aggressively 

marketing its communications systems, which are credited with guiding the 

35 Hayabusa spacecraft back to Earth. 

And IHI, which developed the probe's heat-resistance technology, says it 

hopes to build on the mission's publicity to double the revenue from its space

related business. An expert panel was appointed earlier this year to advise the 

government on ways to help double Japanese companies' earnings from their 

40 space businesses to at least 14 trillion yen ($158 billion). '½.chieving big goals 

is always accompanied with adversity, but where there's a strong will, there's a 

way," NEC's president, Nobuhiro Endo, said at a shareholders' meeting on June 

22, showing off a scaled model of the Hayabusa. 

ft® Japan. the fourth country after the United States, France and the former 

45 Soviet Union to put a satellite into orbit. in 1977. has since launched a string of 

successful rockets and has been intent on being a space power. But its aspirations 

have more recently been usurped by China, which put a man in space - a feat 

Japan has not yet managed on its own - and it has also incurred a series of 

setbacks, including a Mars probe launched in 1998 that failed to reach orbit 

50 around that planet. And the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency - known as 

JAXA - with a budget of about 230 billion yen for 2010 ($2.6 billion), is still 

relatively tiny compared with the United States' NASA and its $18.7 billion 
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Unit 12 In a Space Probe's Journey, a Test for Japan 

budget. 
Launched on a Japanese rocket in May 2003, the Hayabusa (translation: 

peregrine falcon) had a benighted journey. After the probe landed in 2005 on 55 

the Itokawa asteroid, which is about a third of a mile long and shaped like a 

potato, its sample-capture mechanism went awry. To the public's dismay, JAXA 

officials said they were not sure whether any samples had been collected. Next, 
the probe's robotic rover, meant to take photos and temperature readings on the 

asteroid, inexplicably floated off into space and was never heard from again. 60 

Worse yet, after Hayabusa took off from the asteroid, all four of NEC's ion 

engines shut down. So did all 12 of the chemical-fueled rocket engines made by 

another space industry giant, 101 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. The probe was left 

drifting in space. 

Then, for more than seven weeks, for reasons still not clear, there were no 65 

communication signals from the probe. Public dismay quickly turned to derision 
and, eventually, indifference. On the 49th day of radio silence, the Hayabusa 

control room finally made contact with the probe, Junichiro Kawaguchi, the 

mission's leader, recalled in an interview. But scientists intent on remotely 

reviving the failed engines succeeded only in getting the undamaged half of one 10 

ion engine to work with the undamaged portion of a second engine. With the 
Hayabusa limping along, JAXA had to drastically alter its original plan, which 

had called for the probe to approach Earth, eject its capsule of samples back into 
the atmosphere and then remain in orbit awaiting orders for a new mission. 

ft But the equivalent of only one full engine made it impossible for the probe 75 

to muster the propulsion to escape Earth's gravitational pull. The probe itself 

would have to re-enter the atmosphere in a ball of fire, with only the heatproof1°2 

sample capsule surviving. "I could see the sparks as the probe disintegrated," 

Mr. Kawaguchi said of the June 13 re-entry. "It was a miraculous return, yet I 

had very mixed emotions." Still, the Hayabusa's fiery return, three years later so 

than the originally scheduled capsule drop, has generally been hailed as a 
national triumph. Fans flocked to public viewings, some decked out in handmade 

costumes meant to resemble the probe. 
Now, though, as JAXA continues to slowly open and examine the capsule, 

officials say it will take months to determine whether it contains any asteroid s5 

samples. Some Japanese space experts choose to see the glass as more than half 
full. "What Hayabusa has shown is the reliability of Japan's technology," said 
Hiroaki Akiyama, a specialist in planet geology at Wakayama University in 
western Japan. "Traveling to the asteroid, making a landing and then returning 

to Earth is in itself a near miracle," he said. "The return of the probe has proven go 
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that Japan's space program might not be big, but it is one of the most advanced 
in the world." 

But the fear lingers that after its million-mile errand of retrieval, the 
Hayabusa falcon has returned with empty talons. If there are no meaningful 

95 asteroid samples, space enthusiasts fear that public disappointment could lead 

the government to slash spending on basic space exploration programs. © Most 

directly at stake, as Tokyo tries to rein in public spending. is a second Hayabusa 
mission planned for around 2014 to journey to another asteroid - this time in 
a search for water or organic matter - looking for clues not just to the Earth's 

100 beginnings but to the origins of life itself. 

ft The Democratic government, which took office in September and is now led 

by a new prime minister, Naoto Kan, is talking a fiscal hard line. The Democrats 
had threatened to scale back this year's approximately $1.9 million budget for 

the Hayabusa 2 program to less than $565,000, although Mr. Kan has recently 

105 said he will consider reviving financing for the next Hayabusa project. 

And while initial polls after the Hayabusa's return showed renewed public 
support for increased space spending, doubts are already surfacing in the news 

media. ''Apart from making it back to Earth, there aren't any results to show," 

the influential Nikkei Industrial Journal said in an editorial on Monday. "With 

110 three out of four engines breaking down, there is no proof that the technology is 

reliable. And it's extremely suspect that any sand from the asteroid was collected 

- the goal of the mission." 
But Mr. Kawaguchi, the Hayabusa project leader, and other space industry 

insiders say the real failure will come if Japan gives up so easily. 
115 "Yes, there were problems, but we learned how to overcome those - that's 

the whole point," he said. "We've sent a message out to the world that Japanese 

technology still leads." (1388 words) - July 1, 2010 
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© ----------------------------

8 2-17 

Japan's Hayabusa space ( ) returned from a seven-year, 

382-million-mile round trip to an asteroid. However, there are no signs of samples of 

the 4.6-billion-year-old asteroid it was supposed to bring back. ButJAXA said it had 

detected signs of vaporized material, possibly from the asteroid Itokawa, inside the 

container. Japanese companies such as NEC, Fujitsu and IHI hope the mission can 

( ) sales for their space technology, a rapidly expanding 

market. So far, however, they have not been as successful as they wished. Japan 

is intent on becoming a space power, but it has suffered setbacks. China has 

succeeded in putting a man in space ( ) Japan has not, and 

Japan's Mars probe failed to reach orbit around the planet. Hayabusa also had 

problems. Its sample-capture mechanism went wrong, its robotic rover floated 

off into space, and its engines shut down after it took off from the asteroid. It 

( ) to transmit communication signals for seven weeks and 

it burned up on re-entering the earth's atmosphere, with only the heatproof 

sample capsule surviving. Space enthusiasts fear that if no samples of the 

asteroid are discovered, the government will cut spending on space exploration 

programs. Though there is public support for space spending, the influential 

Nikkei Industrial Journal was ( ). 
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The Hayabusa probe made ________________ _ 
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If the capsule contains material from Itokawa, _________ _ 
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Facebook Wins Relativelv Few 
Friends in Japan 
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ft TOKYO - Mark Zuckerberg .103 Who? Mr. Zuckerberg the 26-year-old 

Facebook chief executive and co-founder, may be the man of the moment in the 

United States and much of the rest of the online world. But here in Japan, one 

of the globe's most wired nations, t04 few people have heard of him. And relatively 

few Japanese use Facebook, the global social-networking phenomenon based 5 

in Palo Alto, Calif., that recently added its 583 millionth member worldwide. 

Facebook users in Japan number fewer than two million, or less than 2 percent 

of the country's online population. That is in sharp contrast to the United States, 

where 60 percent of Internet users are on Facebook, according to the analytics 

site Socialbakers. ® So even as Goldman Sachs105 pours $450 million into the 10 

company. Japan, with a large and growing online advertising market. is a big 

hole in Facebook's global fabric. 

Japanese, until now, have flocked to various well-entrenched social networking 

sites and game portals - like Mixi, Gree and Mobage-town. Each has more 

than 20 million users, and each offers its own approach to connecting people 15 
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online. One trait those sites have in common is crucial to Japan's fiercely private 

Internet users. The Japanese sites let members mask their identities, in distinct 

contrast to the real-name, oversharing106 hypothetical user on which Facebook's 

business model is based. Japanese Web users, even popular bloggers, typically 

20 hide behind pseudonyms or nicknames. 

"Face book does face a challenge in Japan," said Shigenori Suzuki, a Tokyo

based analyst at Nielsen/NetRatings. "There are powerful rivals, and then there's 

the question of Japanese Web culture." Taro Kodama, Facebook's manager for 

Japan, referred questions to the United States, where a spokeswoman, Kumiko 

25 Hidaka, did not respond to requests for comment. 

ft @ One key to the growth that might help justify the $50 billion valuation 

that Goldman's planned investment placed on Facebook would be to expand its 

presence in Japan. The overall online advertising market in the country had 

sales of 706.9 billion yen ($8.5 billion) in 2009. (Someday China could present 

30 another big growth opportunity. But, for now, government censors there block 

access to Facebook.) 

Mr. Zuckerberg has promised to address the Japan gap. But it will not be 

easy. To begin with, each of Japan's own social networking sites, though no 

longer growing at the breakneck pace of the past few years, has at least 10 times 

35 as many users as Facebook, which was introduced in Japanese in mid-2008. 

Most similar to Facebook is Mixi, started in 2004. Users post photographs, share 

comments and links, and interact on community pages that have become huge 

forums based on themes as diverse as recipe-sharing and Michael Jackson. Mixi 

has more than 21.6 million members. Fast-growing Gree, which overtook Mixi 
40 this year with nearly 22.5 million registered users, has expanded by buttressing 

a popular game platform for mobile phones that offers free games, which users 

play with manga-style avatars; fancy outfits or tools for games are available 

for a fee. Mobage-town, which has almost 21. 7 million users, offers a similar 

combination of avatars, games and accessories. It also lets users earn virtual 

45 gaming money by clicking on advertisers' Web sites. © Now, all three sites 

are starting to incorporate elements of Facebook - like allowing third-party 

developers to make apps for the sites - giving Japanese users little reason to 

switch. Mixi, meanwhile, has been adapting some techniques of other popular 

Silicon Valley107 start-ups. Since late 2009, for example, Mixi users have been 

50 able to send short, real-time messages with a maximum of 150 characters, akin 

to Twitter, the popular microblogging108 service. 

Such flourishes have not kept many Japanese consumers from taking to 

Twitter, which is catching on here at a speed Facebook may envy. A partnership 
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Unit 13 Facebook Wins Relatively Few Friends in Japan 

with Digital Garage, a local Internet and mobile services company, has touched 

off a surge in Twitter users, who numbered about 10 million in Japan in July, 55 

according to Nielsen Online NetView. But Twitter does not require users to 

reveal their identities. 

ft Facebook and Mr. Zuckerberg are about to get a blast of publicity in Japan, 
although perhaps not of the most positive sort. "The Social Network," the movie 

that presents a less-than-flattering portrayal of Mr. Zuckerberg, opens in Japan 60 

this week. Facebook has stepped up efforts to tailor its service to Japan. A 

Japanese version of the site, translated free by volunteers, was introduced a few 

years ago, but the company opened a Tokyo office in February to customize the 

site for Japan. (Facebook's Japanese site, for example, allows users to display 
their blood types, considered an important personality trait here.) 65 

Some users complain that Facebook's Japanese-language site is awkward to 

use. People like Maiko Ueda, 26, a Mixi devotee, see little reason to switch. Ms. 

Ueda, who works at a stationer based in Osaka, logs into Mixi at least once a 
day to read other users' "diaries," which resemble status updates on Facebook, 

albeit in longer form. She uploads pictures of her American shorthair cat, and 10 

sometimes writes about her day in her own posts. But most people on Mixi do 

not know her real name, nor have they seen what she looks like. In her five years 

on Mixi, she has never uploaded a photo of herself. She has heard of Facebook 

but says she is suspicious of "how open it seems." "I don't want to give it my real 

name," Ms. Ueda said. "What if strangers find out who you are? Or someone 75 

from your company?" She spoke on the condition that her Mixi user name would 

not be revealed. 
In a survey of 2,130 Japanese mobile Web users by the Tokyo-based MMD 

Laboratory, 89 percent of respondents said they were reluctant to disclose their 

real names on the Web. Specialists say that while Facebook users in the United so 

States tend to recreate real-life social relationships online, many Japanese 
use Web anonymity to express themselves, free from the pressures to fit into a 
conformist workplace. 

ft In a 2010 survey by Microsoft of social network use among 3,000 people in 11 
Asia-Pacific countries and regions, respondents on average said that only about 85 

one-quarter of their friends on social networking sites were close friends. In 
Japan, more than half of all respondents said that not one of their acquaintances 
on social networks was a close friend. 

Mixi has grown by letting users sign up with pseudonyms, and gives its 

subscribers fine-tune controls over who sees posts and other uploads. Mixi also 90 

lets users closely monitor who has viewed their profiles with a function known 
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as "footprints." In contrast, Facebook has insisted that Japanese users adhere 

to its real-name policy. "Facebook values real-life connections," warns a message 

that pops up when a Japanese user withholds information, like the traditional 

95 characters used in names. "Please use your real name," it reads. "I think there 

has to be an event, a celebrity signing up for Facebook, or something else that 

teaches Japanese users that identifying themselves online isn't scary and can be 

useful," said Toshihiko Michibata, an e-commerce and social media consultant 

in Japan. 

100 Japan could be an extreme case of the privacy issues that Facebook is tackling 

elsewhere. Facebook introduced stronger privacy controls in May after groups 

complained that it shared too much personal data. "The dangers of too little 

privacy may be lost in the global Facebook fad, but it's likely to become a growing 

problem elsewhere," said a popular blogger known online as Akky Akimoto, who 

105 does not reveal his real name and refuses to be photographed in public. "I'd hate 

it if people on the street recognize me, without me knowing." 

ft Still, Facebook may have a powerful force on its side: Japanese consumers' 

penchant for all things new. With Mixi in its seventh year, it is starting "to 

feel old," said Mitsuyo Nakata, a Web designer. Its growth has slowed, as have 

no advertising revenue and investor confidence. Profits have fallen at Mixi for three 

of the last four quarters, and its stock price has slumped 70 percent since its 

initial public offering in 2006. 

In an interview with the Nippon Television Network in November, Mr. 

Kodama, the Facebook manager for Japan, said he was confident that users 

115 would start warming to Facebook's real-name policy once they discovered the 

usefulness of finding old classmates online. "The Internet in Japan has not been 

so closely connected with real society," he said. "Those other community sites 

can keep offering the joys of staying remote from real life." 

(1401 words) - January 9, 2011 
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ft 2 - 23 

Compared to other countries, relatively few people in Japan use Facebook. In the 
US, over 60 percent of Internet users are on Facebook, ( ) in Japan 
the figure is just 2 percent. Japanese sites such as Mixi, Gree and Mobage have 
more than 20 million users each. These sites are more suitable for Japanese users 
because they allow people to ( ) their real identity, which is a feature 
of Japanese Web culture. Facebook insists that users give their real names. 
Although the three most popular Japanese sites are different from Facebook, 
they have now begun to ( ) elements of Facebook, giving Japanese 
users little reason to switch. Twitter is catching on in Japan much more rapidly 
than Facebook. Japanese users have criticisms of Facebook. They say Facebook's 
Japanese-language site is hard to use and they do not like to use their real 
names for reasons of privacy. Very few Japanese users have close friends as 
( ) on social networks. Facebook has been criticized in other countries 
for sharing too much private information and has introduced privacy controls. 
Facebook could get more users in Japan because Japanese consumers love new 
things and they may become tired of the Japanese social networks, and they 
may be attracted to Facebook because it can help ( ) old classmates 
online. 
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The recent collapse of Tunisia's authoritarian government ____ _ 
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In contrast to rival social networking services, including Mixi, __ _ 
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In a lecture last June, Mark Zuckerberg said __________ _ 

____________ -Japan, Russia, China and South Korea. 
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~ SAYAMA, Japan - The Kura "revolving ushi" restaurant chain has no 

Michelin stars but it has succeeded where many of Japan's more celebrated 

eateries fall short: turning a profit in a punishing economy. 

® Efficiency is paramount at Kura: ab nt are the traditional sushi chefs 

and their painstaking attention to detail. In their place are sushi-making robots 5 

and an emphasis on efficiency. Absent too, are flocks of waiters. They have 

been largely replaced by conveyor belts that carry sushi to diners and remote 

managers who monitor Kura's 262 restaurants from three control centers across 

Japan. (' We see gaps of over a meter between your sushi plates - please fix,' a 

manager said recently by telephone to a Kura restaurant 10 miles away.) 10 

Absent too are the exorbitant prices of conventional sushi restaurants. At a 

Kura a sushi plate goes for 100 yen or about 1.22. Such measures are helping 

Kura tay afloat even though the country s once-profligate diners have tightened 

their belt 109 in re ponse to two decades of littl economic growth and stagnant 

wages. 10 

~ Many oth r restaurants and dining bu inesses in Japan have not fared so 
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well. After peaking at 29.7 trillion yen in 1997, the country's restaurant sector 

has shrunk almost every year as a weak economy has driven businesses into 

price wars - or worse, sent them belly-up.U0 In 2009, restaurant revenue, 

20 including from fast-food stores, fell 2.3 percent, to 23.9 trillion yen- 20 percent 

below the peak, according to the Foodservice Industry Research Institute, a 

research firm in Tokyo. 

Bankruptcies have been rampant: in 2009, 674 dining businesses with 

liabilities of over 10 million yen went under, the highest number in the last five 

25 years, according to Teikoku Data Bank, a credit research company. In November 

2009, Soho's Hospitality, the company behind celebrity restaurants like Nobu 

and Roy's,111 filed for bankruptcy. Roy's is now run by another company, while 

Nobu's chef, Nobu Matsuhisa, has opened a new restaurant elsewhere in Tokyo 

with Robert De Niro.112 

30 Along with other low-cost restaurant chains, Kura has bucked113 the dining-

out slump with low prices and a dogged 114 pursuit of efficiency. In the company's 

most recent fiscal year, which ended on Oct. 31, net profit jumped 20 percent 

from the same period a year earlier, to 2.8 billion yen. 

ft In the last two months alone, Kura has added seven stores. "If you look at the 

35 restaurant business, consumers are still holding back because of employment 

fears and falling incomes, and there's no signs that will change," said Kunihiko 

Tanaka, Kura's chief executive, who opened Kura's first sushi restaurant in 1995. 

''Amid these worsening conditions, our company feels that consumer sentiment 

matches, or is even a tail wind"115 to the Kura business, he told shareholders 

40 earlier this year. 

The travails of Japan's restaurant industry, and the changes in Japanese 

dining habits, may be among most visible manifestations of how Japan's "bubble 

economy" excesses in the 1980s have given way to frugal times since the bubble 

burst in 1990. 

45 With wages weak - average annual private sector pay has fallen 12 percent 

in the last decade, to 4.05 million yen, or about $49,300, in 2009 - the Japanese 

now spend less on eating out. An average single-person household spent 163,000 

yen on dining in 2009, 27 percent less than in 2000, according to detailed budget 

surveys compiled by the Ministry of Internal Affairs. In a survey by Citizen 

50 Holdings, the watchmaker, of 400 men in their 20s to 50s, the average time 

spent at cafes and restaurants plunged from 7 hours and 52 minutes a week in 

1990 to 2 hours and 25 minutes in 2010. 

ft An aging population 116 is also depressing restaurant sales. More than one

fifth of Japan's population is already over 65, and surveys indicate that older 
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people tend to eat out less. The population is also shrinking, reducing the 55 

restaurants' potential customer base. 

Meanwhile, Japanese companies have cut back sharply on their entertainment 

expenses, further hurting restaurant sales. Total corporate spending on dining 

and entertainment has halved from a peak of 9.5 trillion yen in 1991 to 4.8 
trillion yen in 2008, according to data from the National Tax Agency. "The 50 

restaurant industry here is so linked to the state of the economy, and that's why 

we're seeing this decline," said Munenori Hatta, a food service industry expert 

at Miyagi University in Japan. "In this climate, even top restaurants are having 

to moderate their prices to keep attracting customers," he said. 

Japan's dining-out boom had its roots in the 1970s and 1980s, as incomes 65 

grew and rural populations flocked to big cities. So-called family restaurants 

brought cheap, Western-style food to the masses flourished in that era. So did 

American fast-food chains, which were considered novel at the time. Kentucky 

Fried Chicken opened its first restaurant here in 1970, followed by McDonald's 

in 1971. 10 

ft At the other end of the price range, a new generation of wealthy Japanese 

savored imported French wines at lavish restaurants. By 1986, there were 

503,088 restaurants across Japan, according to records from the Internal Affairs 

Ministry. That was nearly double the number from 15 years earlier - and was 

more restaurants than now operate in the United States, which has more than 75 

twice the population of Japan. 

After the bubble burst in 1990, new low-cost restaurant chains that offered 

pizzas for as little as 400 yen, or $4.86, started to spread across Japan, and 

restaurateurs spoke with alarm of ready-made, convenience-store meals that 
were siphoning off sales. 80 

In the depths of the slump, in 1995, Mr. Tanaka started a company based on 

serving quality sushi on the cheap. ® His idea of using conveyor belts to offer 
diners a steady stream of sushi on small plates was not a new one: an Osaka
based entrepreneur invented such a system in the late 1950s. But Mr. Tanaka 
set out to undercut his rivals with deft automation, an investment in information 85 

technology, some creativity and an almost extreme devotion to cost-efficiency. In 
Japan, where labor costs are high, that meant running his restaurants with as 

few workers as possible. Instead of placing supervisors at each restaurant, Kura 
set up central control centers with video links to the stores. At these centers, 
a small group of managers watch for everything from wayward tuna slices to 90 

outdated posters on restaurant walls. 

ft Each Kura store is also highly automated. Diners use a touch panel to order 
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soup and other side dishes, which are delivered to tables on special express 

conveyor belts. In the kitchen, a robot busily makes the rice morsels for a server 

95 to top with cuts of fish that have been shipped from a central processing plant, 

where workers are trained to slice tuna and mackerel accurately down to the 

gram. 

Diners are asked to slide finished plates into a tableside bay, 117 where they 

are automatically counted to calculate the bill, doused in cleaning fluid and 

100 flushed back to the kitchen on a stream of water. © Matrix codes on the backs 

of plates keep track of how long a sushi portion has been circulating on conveyor 

belts: a small robotic arm disposes of any that have been out too long. 

ft Kura spends 10 million yen to fit each new restaurant with the latest 

automation systems, an investment it says pays off in labor cost savings. In all, 

10s just six servers and a minimal kitchen staff can service a restaurant seating 

196 people, said a company spokesman, Takeshi Hattori. "Its not just about 

efficiency," Mr. Hattori said. "Diners love it too. For example, women say they 

like clearing finished plates right away, so others can't see how much they've 

eaten." 

110 Traditional sushi chefs have not fared so well, however. While the overall 

market for belt-conveyor sushi restaurants jumped 42 percent, to 428 billion 

yen, in 2009 compared with 2003, higher-end sushi restaurants are on the 

decline, according to Fuji-Keizai, a market research firm. "It's such a bargain 

at 100 yen," said Toshiyuki Arai, a delivery company worker dining at a Kura 

115 restaurant with his sister and her 3-year-old son. ''A real sushi restaurant?" he 

said. "I hardly go anymore." (1408 words) - December 30, 2010 
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ft 2 - 31 

The Kura chain of sushi restaurants has managed to make a profit in a harsh 
economy by emphasizing ( ). They use robots instead of chefs, conveyor 
belts instead of waiters, and remote managers who monitor 262 restaurants 
from three control centers. The food is also much cheaper than in regular sushi 
restaurants. In recent years in Japan, the restaurant sector has shrunk, with 
many restaurants going ( ). Kura, however, is increasing its profits 
and opening new stores. In a tough economy, Japanese are now spending less on 
eating out. Japan is also an ( ) society, and older people eat out less, and 
companies have cut back on entertainment expenses. Kunihiko Tanaka, Kura's 
chief executive, opened the first branch in 1995, after the collapse of Japan's bubble 
economy. His priorities were using ( ) technology and cost-efficiency. 
Stores are highly automated, with diners using a touch panel to order side dishes. 
Efficiently cut fish is shipped to the restaurants from a central processing plant. 
Diners put finished plates into a tableside bay, where they are automatically 
( ) to determine the bill, cleaned and returned to the kitchen. Computer 
technology also automatically disposes of plates that have been out too long. 
Some diners say they hardly go to regular sushi shops any more. 
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A government white paper (on the graying of the population) says __ 
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Meiji Era politics labored for the acceptance of Western food, and the 
policies of "civilization and enlightenment" worked for ______ _ 
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The long, record-breaking hot summer hasn't been good for sanma, or 
Pacific saury. ______________________ _ 
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ft 2 - 32 - 37 

ft TOKYO - It is the Achilles' heel of 3-D television: the clunky glasses that 

viewers must wear to see images pop out in 3-D. But Rieko Fukushima, a 

researcher at Toshiba, developed a way to do away with the glasses - and at 

the same time is helping to crack Japan's glass ceiling for women. 1 L8 

"I'd be lying if I said it wasn't tough as a woman" said Mrs. Fukushima, 5 

39, who led Toshiba's effort to develop the world's first "naked eye" 3-D TV. 

The project began nine years ago, when she had just returned from maternity 

leave. "Sometimes, I'd see it in my colleagues' expressions " she said " 'What? A 

woman? This age? In charge?'" 

It is too early to know whether Toshiba can create a big consumer market for 10 

its new 3-D TVs, which it introduced in Japan in October and demonstrated this 

month at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. ® But Mrs. Fukushima's 

breakthrough is a rare example of a company that has successfullv tapped what 

some economists call Japan's most underusecP 19 resource: women. 

~ According to a 2009 government survey women made up 8 percent of 1s 

managerial jobs in Japan; in the United States, women hold 43 percent of 

supervisory positions, according to Catalyst, a nonprofit in New York. 

Only 65 percent of college-educated Japanese women are employed, many 
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of them in low-paid temp jobs, compared with about 80 percent in the United 

20 States-"a significant lost economic opportunity for the nation," Goldman Sachs 

said in a report in October. ® Over two-thirds of Japanese women leave the 

work force120 after their first child compared with just one-third of American 

women, the report said, often because of corporate and societal norms, as well 

as insufficient child care. 

25 If Japan's 60 percent female employment rate in 2009 could match the 80 

percent rate among men, the country would have 8.2 million more workers to 

replenish its rapidly aging population and raise its gross domestic product by as 

much as 15 percent, said the report, by Kathy Matsui, a managing director at 

Goldman Sachs Japan. Mrs. Fukushima's success has therefore been welcomed 

30 as an inspirational tale of what can happen when things fall into place:121 a 

driven woman, a supportive family, and a company trying to diversify its work 

force. 

ft "As a researcher, her ideas are cutting edge,"122 said Yuzo Hirayama, the head 

researcher at Toshiba's TV research unit. "Her communication and networking 

35 skills also never cease to astound me." 

It was in 2002 that Mrs. Fukushima, after maternity leave for her first child, 

helped set up a new research and development team to explore the possibilities 

of 3-D displays. At the time, there was skepticism at Toshiba over whether 3-D 

technology could be commercialized. Still, Mrs. Fukushima saw the potential in 

40 an early prototype. From the start, she was convinced that the viewing glasses 

that accompanied most 3-D technology would have to go. 

In conventional 3-D TV technology that uses glasses, images for each eye are 

rapidly displayed one after the other. Filters in dedicated glasses flash on and 

off in sync with the TV, so that the right eye sees one image, then the left eye 

45 sees the next image, creating the illusion of 3-D. But Mrs. Fukushima proposed 

a new approach: developing an algorithm that draws on a Toshiba imaging 

processor called the Cell to display nine images for each frame. A sheet on the 

screen angles each image so that the right eye sees only images meant for the 

right eye, while the left eye sees only images meant for the left eye. 

50 ft The biggest challenge was making a TV that displays 3-D images even when 

viewed from wider angles. Toshiba has not entirely solved that problem: its 

TVs work best when viewed from within a 40-degree zone. Designing a mass

production setup to keep costs down also posed difficulties, something Mrs. 

Fukushima tackled by building a network of experts from around the company. 

55 But pressure mounted as the project progressed. 

"When I was just a researcher, a setback would only reflect badly on myself. 
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But now that I was leading a team, I had to make sure nobody lost faith," she 

said. "I needed to think things through harder than anyone else," she said. "I 

often felt overcome with worry, but I tried not to show that at meetings." 

A big break123 for the project came at a companywide technology fair in May, 60 

when an advanced prototype caught the eye of Norio Sasaki, Toshiba's president. 
After that came an effort involving hundreds of engineers that pushed production 

schedules forward as much as two years. "2010 was supposed to be the year of 

the 3-D glasses," she said. "We beat our rivals by going glasses-less."124 

ft In Japan, a 20-inch model sells for 240,000 yen, or $2,880. Developing models 65 

in bigger sizes would be crucial in marketing the TVs globally, analysts say. 
Mrs. Fukushima credits Toshiba with creating a hospitable environment for 

women. When she was on maternity leave, her supervisor e-mailed her with 
updates on the latest research and to assure her she "had a place to come back 

to," she said. © Toshiba introduced measures in 2004 to help women balance 10 

work responsibilities with those at home. including more flexible working hours 

and a career track with a reduced workload. Now, the majority of women who 

take maternity leave return to their jobs, officials say. 

Women have made more inroads into research positions than in other 

company divisions: though women number only 12 percent of Toshiba's 113,500 75 

workers, they make up 20 percent of its main research and development staff. 

Toshiba still has a way to go in promoting them to advanced positions, however: 
just 360 of the company's 21,011 managers are women. 

ft Meanwhile, Mrs. Fukushima's husband, whom she met in college, has been 
an important supporter. He encouraged Mrs. Fukushima, a chemistry major, to 80 

pursue a master's degree. Now they share household chores, with her husband, 

a university lecturer, in charge of making breakfast and sending their daughter 

to school, while Mrs. Fukushima handles dinner and bedtime. On a typical 

workday, Mrs. Fukushima works from about 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

It has not always gone smoothly for her. When she began looking for work 85 

in 1994, after the collapse of Japan's economic bubble, many companies told her 

they were not hiring women, she recalled. Others said they had no experience in 
hiring women with master's degrees. But a Toshiba recruiter125 encouraged her 

to call, and after a short interview, she was hired along with another woman 
from the same university. "There were companies that weren't even giving women 90 

interviews, but Toshiba hired two," Mrs. Fukushima said. "I was elated." 
Now, she is held up as an example of a woman climbing Japan's corporate 

ladder. Nikkei Woman, a monthly magazine for businesswomen, named Mrs. 
Fukushima its Woman of the Year last month. 
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95 Amid her newfound fame, Mrs. Fukushima says she considers her 9-year-old 

daughter her biggest fan. "She gets so excited to see me on TV," Mrs. Fukushima 

said. The girl talks of being a researcher herself one day. "It makes me happy," 

Mrs. Fukushima said. "But these days I am careful to remind her that Daddy 

has an important job, too." 

(1286 words) - January 17, 2011 
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ft 2-38 

Rieko Fukushima, a researcher at Toshiba Corporation, has achieved two 
breakthroughs: helping to develop a 3-D TV that does not need ( ), 
and helping to crack Japan's glass ceiling for women. In Japan, women made 
up only 8 percent of ( ) jobs, whereas the figure in the US is 43 
percent. Goldman Sachs describes the underemployment of women in Japan 
as "a significant lost opportunity for the nation." Over two-thirds of Japanese 
women leave the workforce after having their first child. If Japan's 60-percent 
female employment rate were the same as America's 80 percent, Japan would 
have an additional 8.2 million workers, which could raise ( ) by 15 
percent. Mrs. Fukushima is praised for her ideas as well as her communication 
and networking skills. After returning to her job after taking ( ) leave, 
she saw the potential in 3-D TV, and helped develop a new type of technology 
that eliminated the need to wear glasses while viewing it. Mrs. Fukushima 
praises Toshiba for creating an ( ) in which women can balance work 
and family commitments. There are many women in research positions, but still 
relatively few in management jobs. Last month, Nikkei Woman, a magazine for 
businesswomen, named her Woman of the Year. 
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Japan still lags behind other industrialized countries ______ _ 
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The glass ceiling has kept some women from becoming managers, 
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Among the many problems facing married working women in Japan, 

whether to continue working when their husbands are transferred is a 

tough one. In many cases, _________________ _ 
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□ 1. grade 33 □ 29. admission 6 

□ 2. probe 17 □ 30. evacuation 6 

□ 3. plant 13 □ 31. fishery 5 

□ 4. radiation 13 □ 32. forces 5 

□ 5. species 13 □ 33. property 5 

□ 6. asteroid 12 □ 34. stocks 5 

□ 7. dispute 12 □ 35. inflation 5 

□ 8. measure 12 □ 36. institution 5 

□ 9. population 11 □ 37. budget 5 

□ 10. remain 11 □ 38. quota 5 

□ 11. policy 10 □ 39. convention 4 

□ 12. council 9 □ 40. investment 4 

□ 13. transcript 9 □ 41. orbit 4 

□ 14. G.P.A. 8 □ 42. prestigious 4 

□ 15. reactor 8 □ 43. potential 4 

□ 16.carbon 8 □ 44.consensus 4 

□ 17. median 8 □ 45. radius 4 

□ 18. commission 8 □ 46. delegate 4 

□ 19. evacuate 7 □ 47. executive 4 

□ 20. consumer 7 □ 48. satellite 4 

□ 21. ban 7 □ 49. maternity leave 4 

□ 22. graduate school 7 □ 50. alumni 3 

□ 23. monitor 7 □ 51. annual 3 

□ 24. negotiations 6 □ 52. ceiling 3 

□ 25. treaty 6 □ 53.challenge 3 

□ 26. selective 6 □ 54. consequences 3 

□ 27. earnings 6 □ 55. conservation 3 

□ 28. compromise 6 □ 56. controversial 3 
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□ 57. conventional 3 □ 87. critics 2 

□ 58. corporate 3 □ 88. diplomats 2 

□ 59. crippled 3 □ 89. dismay 2 

□ 60. diplomatic 3 □ 90. equivalent 2 

□ 61. embargo 3 □ 91. fiscal 2 

□ 62. endangered 3 □ 92. household 2 

□ 63. representative 3 □ 93. indigenous 2 

□ 64. habitat 3 □ 94. outcomes 2 

□ 65. minerals 3 □ 95. pollution 2 

□ 66. moratorium 3 □ 96. pseudonym 2 

□ 67. outdated 3 □ 97. recipients 2 

□ 68. radioactive 3 □ 98. shipments 2 

□ 69.revenue 3 □ 99. standoff 2 

□ 70. statistics 3 □ 100. substantial 2 

□ 71. threatened 3 □ 101. undergraduate 2 

□ 72. veto 3 102. United Nations 2 

□ 73. ambassador 3 □ Security Council 

□ 74. setback 3 □ 103. entrepreneur 2 

□ 75. power plant 3 □ 104. creativity 2 

□ 76. discipline 3 □ 105. alma mater 2 

□ 77. application 3 □ 106. magnitude 2 

□ 78. launch 3 □ 107. re-enter/re-entry 2 

□ 79. widespread 3 □ 108. spacecraft 2 

□ 80. abstention 2 □ 109. communications 2 

□ 81. affiliated 2 □ 110. atmosphere 2 

□ 82. affluent 2 □ 111. glass ceiling 2 

□ 83. aftershock 2 □ 112. start-up 2 

□ 84. antiwhaling 2 □ 113. auspices 1 

□ 85. celebrity 2 □ 114. endorsement 1 

□ 86. counterpart 2 □ 115. deployment 1 
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□ 116. artillery 1 □ 141. innovator 1 

□ 117. bolstering 1 □ 142. scholarship 1 

□ 118. Pacifist constitution 1 □ 143. employer 1 

□ 119.snub 1 □ 144. rigor 1 

□ 120. prosecutor 1 □ 145. tuition 1 

□ 121. mediate 1 □ 146. recession 1 

□ 122. approval rating 1 □ 147. pedestrian 1 

□ 123. electorate 1 □ 148. containment 1 

□ 124. toxic 1 □ 149. seismic 1 

□ 125. byproduct 1 □ 150. laureate 1 

□ 126. deplete 1 □ 151. ultrathin 1 

□ 127. global warming 1 □ 152. immigration 1 

□ 128. exempt 1 □ 153. heatproof 1 

□ 129. poaching 1 □ 154. solar system 1 

□ 130. broker 1 □ 155. wired 1 

□ 131. loophole 1 □ 156. anonymity 1 

□ 132. ratification 1 □ 157. hypothetical 1 

□ 133. linchpin 1 □ 158. oversharing 1 

□ 134. subsidy 1 □ 159. fad 1 

□ 135. subsistence 1 □ 160. eatery 1 

136. Organization for 1 □ 161. exorbitant 1 
Economic 

□ Cooperation 
and Development 

□ 162. afloat 1 

□ 163. liabilities 1 

(OECD) □ 164. siphon off 1 

□ 137. Confucianist 1 □ 165. undercut 1 

□ 138. test-oriented 1 □ 166. deft 1 

□ 139. competency 1 □ 167. clunky 1 

□ 140. rote learning 1 □ 168. replenish 1 
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